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CITY EDITION

remember that our real concern is
not In smashing one bad man who by
improper methods had secured hla
own election to the senate," but In
smashing the kind of politics which
symbolized. It Is a bad thing to win
a senatorshlp by such methods as
Mr. Lorimer employed, but It is not
one whit worse than to Bteal a nomination for the presidency
by such
methods as were employed by the
bosses who controlled the republican
convention at Chicago last June.
f
,
"In his speech of ,acei!l est'?" ttdayi "before"' yesterday, a reported by
; ,
the New Tirk Times, Mr, Wilson: ip
quoted as sayihg'bf the progressive
platform that it would require a Sab
bath day journey to drive through IV
and that for that reason he would not
GiUIBLERS'-yet be able to find out what it was
all about.
If Mr. Wilson has not
been able to find out what our plat
form means it is because he has not Effort Will Be Kade to
Ascertain Just Cow Euch Money lias fkea
taken the trouble to try. Mr. Wilson
Paid
to
Officers
to
Oyain Exemption; Trp Arrest on the
speaks a,s if the progressive platform
Part of Violators of the Statutes and Ordinances Men
ASKS RANK AND FILE OF ALL were very long. As a matter of fact
"
it Is of almost the exact length of his
PARTIES TO SUPPORT HIS
Higher Up, According to Bumor, Will Be Placed in
'
own platform.' The difference is that
CANDIDACY
Awkward Situation if Truth Is Brought to Ls!,t
our platform states explicitly and definitely what we intend to do on the
Revere Beach, Mass., Aug. 17. Hon Vital questions of the day and In this
New York, Aug. 17. A general in
esty in nominations- - and elections and it W entirely sincere and is entirely
SIGNS PENSION BILL.. S
into police graft in all Its
vestigation
social and industrial justice was the practicable, wihefreas Mi1.
Wilson'
Aug. , 17. President pases Is to be undertaken by the ex
Washington,
text of a speech delivered here today platform avoids the most important
Taft's first official act today" was to
by Theodore Roosevelt. The progres- issues before our people and as retraordinary session ' of the suprema
sive candidate also contrasted his at- gards the other Issues makes such sign the $160,000,000 pension appro court presided over by Justice Goff,
was
titude toward the progressive platform impossible and conflicting promises priation bill. The, pension office
who has been designated by Governor
with that of Governor Wilson toward as to render it out of the question immediately notified and telegraph
18 outlying Dix to sit In the tricks of Police Lieutb
the
were
sent
orders
the democratic platform as expressed to believe that there was a sincere
of the tenant Becker and others
in the latter's speech of acceptance. purpose to have1 these promises tak- agencies to start payment
charged
so long held up by the delay
money
Whereas Governor Wilson, he said, en seriously.
wtlb, the murder of the gambler, Her-- "
In congress.
Every pensioner in the man Rosenthal.
"We progressives are much more
stated that "the platform is not a
News that the
will be paid by TuesUnited
States
program," Colonel Roosevelt declared fortunate in our platform. We do not
court would conduct a grand
that the progressives treated the plat- have to apologize ofr it, not to speak day at the latest
jury inquisition with Justice Goff havPaymaster General Smith of the
form as a program and a "contract of it In language so carefully guarded
full powers of compelling testiing
authorized iayment to
which we shall scrupulously fulfill if as to convey the impression that we army today
mony caused a panic in the underfor
men
of the regular army
are epdeaivoring neither to repudiate enlisted
the people give us the power." .
world today and many gamblers and
June
Colonel Roosevelt said, in part:
it nor support it. We stand on our the month of July leaving the
others hurriedly left the city.
of"I wish to emphasize the fact that platform. Wei do ask that our platform pay to be distributed later. The
It had been supposed that the apwe are absolutely clear from affilia- be adopted by the nation. Our plat- ficers already have received their pay pointment of Justice Goff was only;
mot June. The pay of the regulars
tion with either of the old parties; form la our program; we treat it as
for the purpose of trying the Rosenbeen held up in the general defi
that we regard both the old party such, and will scrupulously fulfill it has
murder cases. But it leaked outt
thal
bill.
machines as hopelessly corrupt end If the people give us the power. Our ciency
that the supreme court would begin:
a John Doe inquiry that would delva
incompetent,' and that we appeal to proposals are definite and concerted
the rank and file of the old parties and our intention to enact them ininto the innermost relations between,
th. us for good citi- to a law and to make them ,part of the
equally to stand
the police and keepers of gambling
and disorderly houses. Under Joha
zenship in thpf spirit of true Ameri- active governmctal policy of the nation.
cans.
ExHlemoflrats and
Iioe proeeedingg.JusticeGoff caS call
"At this moment I ask your attenalike; we hope, will share with
gamblers and keepers
disorderly
us the task of building up the pro- tion only to the proposals that we
houses and force them to, tell how
TROOPS
EXPCC'
GOVERNMENT
much money was paid for polics
gressive party and we Invite into our make to secure social and industrial
TO HAVE NO TROUBLE Pi- ranks men and women entirely with- Justice. In ' the first place we set
and to whom thai money waa
SERVING PEACE.
forth definitely what, we mean to trj
out regard to their former political
paid. The aldermanlo Inquiry, It is

EVELT GIVES

CnOOKSnurJIIEDLYLEAVENEWYORK

17. Brigadier
Aug.
Washington,
General William rrozier, "0. 3. A.,
chief of the bureau of ordnance, has
been selected to succeed Brigadier
General A. L. Mills as president of
the army war college in this city
General Mills becomes chief or the
division of militia affairs, relieving
Brigadier General R. K, Evans, as
signed to command the department
of the gulf, recently commanded by SAYS DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
IS AFRAID TO EXPRESS HIS ''
Brigadier General Witherspoon, now
'
'" vin nomination before the senate, to
VIEWS
be a major general.
Brigadier General E. Z. Stever, tem
Mini
porarily in command of the departmnt of Texas succeeding the late
Brigadier General Duncan, is made THE COLONEL ASSERTS HIS OP- commander of the division.
Brlga
PONE NT DOESN'T UNDERdier General
Clarence R, "Edwards,
STAND PLATFORM
recently at the head of the iusular
bureau, hag been assigned to command the brigade post at Fort D. A.
A PLEA FOH VOTES
MAKES
Russell, Wyoming.
,

'Daily JJfaxim

Many Persons Art Not
So Innocent as
They Look.'
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FEELING IS SHOWN AT THE CLOSE

Herabers of the Jury Place Their Arms Around Former Defendant
and Clasp Elm to Their Besoms Crowd Storms to Front of
Court Room to Congratulate Acquitted Man Despite the
Efforts of the Bailiffs Case One of the Most Re
markable in History of American Courts

THOMAS TO FIGHT
Los Angeles, Aug. 17. Harry Tho
mas, the English featherweight, will
meet Frankle Oonley, the Kenosha

Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 17. Clar- n which the Darrows and members
ence S. Barrow, the noted Chicago of the jury were the central figures
lawyer, was found not guilty today followed and lasted almost until
of the charge of bribing" a juror in noon.
Although the members of the jury
the McNamara case. The Jury waB
declared that they were always of
out just 34 minutes. ""''
one mind, three ballots were taken,
Only one "ballot was taken by the
in order, as one of them said, that
not
voted
each
and
guilty.
juror
jury
'
Although warned against any demon- no "undue haste" would be shown.
stration by the bailiffs, there was a The first ballot was 8 to 4 for acspontaneous outburst of applause quittal and the. second 10 to 2. The
when Foreman M. R. Willfams, In re- -' third ballot was a unanimous vote
sponse to the court's query, stated for not guilty.
that the jury had found a verdict of The result of the vote was received
not guilty. There was a rush to the with applause and cheers by the jurside of the defendant which was stop- ors echoes of which were heard in
ped by the bailiffs, but It was renew- the chambers below Judge Hutton's.
ed a few moments later after Judge Darrow dictated the following stateHutton had thanked and discharged ment to the Associated Press:
. ,"It has been a long, hard ordeal,
the jury.
of course,. I have great sense of
and,
Then ensued a remarkable scene.
Darrow approached the jurors still in relief at ; its" close. None of those
the bos to thank them and two of who knew me ever oelieved that I was
them, Jurors Golding and Dunbar, corrupt and their encouragement and
threw their arms about him and pat-- , faith has been my greatest help in
ted his back. Other jurors reached this trial. . The indictment and
could not have happened exforward and clasped hands with the
under
the tense excitement and
rescene
cept
The
attorney.
gradually
solved itself into a reception for Dar- strain of the dramatic close of the
row and the jurors, friends of the McNamara case, i shall spend tie
erstwhile defendant crowding up to rest of my life as I have that which
congratulate him and shake hands is past, in doing the best 1 can to
with the jurors, while the flashlights serve the cause of the poor."
District Attorney Fredericks was
of newspaper photographers boomed
from every angle of the court room. not present when the verdict was anThe final scene In the trial, which nounced. He was visibly perturbed
lasted several days more than three when Informed of it
"I have nothing to say," he said.
months, was dramatic in the extreme.
The crowd which filled the court "We gave the Jury evidence which in
room when the jury filed out at 9:25 our judgment was complete and cona. m. was still intact when jthe elec- vincing. I think the jury has taken
tric buzzer In the room, summoned into account what has been said by
the bailiff to that occupied by the the defendant's counsel more than
they have the evidence. However, we
jurors on the floor above.
The waiting crowd, composed most- do not quarrel with verdicts. It is our
ly of Darrow's friends, seemed con- business to present evidence, theirs
fident the veTdict would not be long to consider it. I imagine we will try
"
In coming. The instruction of Judge the Bain case. 1 do not know of any
Hutton convinced many of them that reason why we should not. It is a far
it would be a verdict of acquittal, stronger case than this."
Associate Counsel H. H. Appel of
and the sound of the buzzer, followed
baildefense declared that It was tne
the
sudden
the
among
activity
by
iffs,- electrified the spectators. When nature of the evidence against Darthe jurors filed into their seats, hun- row that brought about the verdict
dreds searched the faces of the men of 'acquittal.
for some indication of the result ' "I have always felt," he said, "that
of their brief deliberations. Most of no American jury would countenance
the faces were expressionless, while a scheme to allow so many criminals
one or two showed suppressed excite- to go free in order to convict a defendant."
ment. '
What sounded like a long sigh and
It Is generally believed that Dara few handclasps followed the an- row will not be tried on the second
nouncement of Foreman M. R. Wil- indictment charging him with the
liams that the verdict was "not guil- bribery of Robert F. Bain, the first
ty." An effort lad cleajrly bee;n Juror sworn to try James B. Mcmade to obey the warning against a Namara. The case will be called for
demonstration and its. spontaneous setting Monday before Judge Hutton.
outburst ended abruptly.. With the . "We do not know what will hapformal thanking and discharging of pen after that," said Assistant ,Du-trith,e Jury, the crowd rushed forward
Attorney Pord' "We are. not
to congratulate the Chicago lawyer making any announcements as to fur
and his wife, who had sat at his side ther action by the state."
Mr. Darrow said that he had inBince the trial began; but with only a
to
to return to Chicago as soon
them,
tended
acknowledgement
passing
Darrow and his wife rushed ovctf'U) as possible but he Was undecided at
the jury box and Jurors Golding and the present time. Mrs. Darrow colDunbar threw their arms about the lected the autographs of the twelve
nw
twelve
.erstwhile defendant, patted him --on jurors.
"They are
the back and declared with smiles friends," she Baid, "and ' I will keep
that it was the happiest day of their them forever."
As soon as the verdict became
lives. Other jurors reached out to
grasp his hands and the crowd known on the streets an American
pushed in and swarmed over the' flag was displayed from the flag pole
on the labor temple.
jury box.
first
one
of
the
was
Hutton
Judge George H. Hutton began his
Judge
officials to congratulate Darrow.
charge to the jury at 8:20 o'clock this
' "Hundreds of thousands of Halle- morning. The court eliminated the
lujahs will go , up from as many first count in the indictment that
throats when they hear of this," said Darrow had bribed George
the judge, as he grasped the hand of
(Continued on Page Five)
the vindicated lawyer. A reception
pros-ecutio- a

.

.

Italian, this afternoon in a
bout at Vernon. Conley has taken
several severe beatings since he put
out Monte Attell In 42 rounds more
than a year ago, and Thomas said today he' was confident of victory. Both
boys weighed under 122 when placed
on the scales this morning.

ONLY ONE SHIP

'

Washington, Aug. 17. The house
today, voted down, 150 to 79 a proposal by Representative Foss of Illinois, republican, for two battleships
In the pending naval appropriation
bill. The bill was sent back to conference with tacit instructions that
the senate's compromise of one battleship be accepted. a

-

"rfi?

7.

MY

New-land-

later.
Senator Lodge objected on the
ground that the resolution was unconstitutional. Senator Root declared
the (question of communication between the executive and, congress was
of great lmportance and recommend
ed that the entire subject be taken
up $nd a general reform instituted
to bring the executive and legislative
branches closer.

l
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'

to their creed, their birthcolor of their skins.
the
or
place
"The first essential In' securing the
right of the people to rule Is to secure
of disthe unsparing condemnation
elections.
and
nominations
honesty in
To steal a nomination or to steal an
election is even worse than to steal
a purse, for it Is a theft of the people's rights. It is theft from the people
as a whole. Two years ago the fight
against Mr. Larimer was started by a
great Chicago newspaper and was
cpntinued by certain private individuals and we who then took part in
that fight did so at a time when the
average public man obviously thought
it would come to nothing. But friends,

to secure at the present time in the
way of social and industrial Justice
for instance to seouire by law one
day's rest in seven for all wage workers; an eight hour day in continuous
twenty-fou- r
hour industries; the prohibition of child labor, the establishment of an eight hour day for women
and young persons; the erection of
minimum wage standards for working women;

workmen's

compensation

acts; the securing proper conditions
of life and labor for working men
and women and the prevention of oc
cupational diseases and the fixing of
occupational standards. We propose
(Continued

on Page Four)

LOSS JBF HUMAN LIFE AND PROPERTY

ACCORDING TO STORY OF RETURNING RELIEF PARTIES
BY EARTHQUAKES NEAR MARMORA

Constantinople, Aug. 17. An apalling story of suffering and damage
caused by .the recent earthquake In
the region about the Sea of Marmora
was told by the members of the expedition dispatched on August 14 to
the stricken district, on board the Uniguard-shi- p
ted States gunboat, Scorpion,
at Constantinople, which" returned here today,
The number of killed in the various
towns and .village is placed at 3,000
and injured 6,000. It was found impossible to approach several villages
on account of the odors arising. Other
cillages were simply heaps of charThe plight of the surred debris.
vivors has been rendered worse because of the difficulty of obtaining
-

'

,

building material.
Eartllauakes continue almost daily
at many places along the coast. Six
shocks were felt 'yesterday and. many
damaged houses collapsed. In several
by the expedition,
villages visited
some of the houses which apparently
t
were undamaged were found to
of empty shells, the wholo of the
interior having collapsed. At Myrio- con-sla-
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17. Senator
Washington,
Aug.
Newlands today offered a resolution
proposing a joint congressional committee to confer with President Taft
for an agreement on tariff legislation.
s
It finally went over with Mr.
vote
a
would
he
for
ask
saying

-

TO

i,-?-

SENATOR NEWLANDS ASKS THAT
COMMITTEE AWAIT ON
PRESIDENT

.

Into Police Blackmail

D:

si

DffiR

tuff lcllL'J!::;

CAUSED

It Is, Understood," Will Delve

f:

.

sfould confer about

APPALLING

Justice C

SEA

phlte the appearance of the town was cleft nearly 200 feet deep had opened
deceptive, because a number of the In a hillside eight miles inland.
The people throughout the district
houses standing on the seafroht, surstunned by the catastrophe
but
were
apeared
rounded by gardens,
intact,
immediately in the rear scarcely a and made no attempt to help themstick or stone was left upright. Num- selves, sitting and brooding over their
erous fissures were observed in the misfortunes and awaiting the arrival
ground but, none of great size, al- of relief. The Red Cross society and
though the villagers reported that a the Greek philanthropic societies are
doing good work in the district, the
Red Cross having dispatched missions
to the Interior to assist the sufferers.
Bozzm-y-AloThe Turkish transport
TODAY IN C0NG1ESS
has been Converted Into a hos8
pital ship and anchored off the coast.
The American medical mission, after
Washington, Aug. 17 Senate: Con- treating 300 patients and finding that
its work was overlapping that of other
vened at 11 a. m.
missions, handed over Its supplies and
furAgreed to request house for
medical stores to the Vail of Adrlan-ople- ,
on
conference
appropriather
army
who Is superintending the work
tion bill.
on the scene.
The American Red
Conference agreed to report AlasCross society continued to dispatch
of
with
bill
rule
ka home
provisions
supplies to the sufferers and the fortwo houses of legislature and a raileign colonies here purpose to collect
road commission.
subscription under the patronage of
House: Convened at 10:30 a. m.
their respective legations.
Resolution appropriating $20,000 to
The Ecumenical patriarchate
confurnish subsistence of refugees from templates making an appeal for aid
to the archbishop of Canterbury.
Mexico adopted.

i

'

'

The three
troops of the Third cavalry arriving
here by special train from Fort Sain
Houston will not be sent to Columbus,
N. M., today. General E. Z. Stevjr,
commander at Fort Bliss, Texas,.'!!
retain the reinforcements here to Bo
patrol duty until the arrival of Mew-cagovernment troops at Juariz,
Mexico, opposite El Paso. The evac
uation of Juarez by rebels has alter
ed the plans of the department, w life
had intended to reinforce the danief
points west of El Paso along the ?4w
'
j
jiextco border.
Is
AU
orderly in Juarez, with the
citizens' police alone on duty. PaCrol'
of the border here is strict, he
American soldiers allowing no one
to pass to the Mexican city without
credentials from civil or military au'
'
thorities,
location
of
The
either federal or
rebel troops south of Juarez remains
unknown here, as there is practically
no telegraphic communication with
the! territory of the campaign In the
Mexican border states of Chihuahua
or Sonora.
;
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 17.

n

To Help .Refugees.
Washington' Au. .17. To provide
for the increasing number of American refugees from Mexico the house
today authorized the use tor their
subsistence of $20,000 to be taken
from the $100,000 fund already; provided for their transportation, ' the
senate has approved.
American Consul Robbed
San Luis Potosl, Mex., Aug. 17. Rebels raided an hacienda yesterday belonging to Frank A. Dickinson, American consul here. His property is
near Absalo, Guanajuato. According
to the reports brought to Mr. Dickinson, the raiders took horses,' saddles
and what money they could find and
destroyed the books.
Employes on
the property were beaten and the
manager fled to Irapuato.

expected,
work of

with

will

the

the supreme court.

Evidence is in the hands of District
Attorney Whitman that disorderly
houses in the city paid more than
for police protection during
the last year and that this money
went to certain police inspectors and
others "higher up." The punishment
inflicted upon Inspector Hayes by re
ducing him to the rank of captain.
suspending him on the charge that
be jailed to keep his district clean,
Is believed to, be a forerunner of
j
general shakeup byj Police Commissioner, Waldo, who is now convinced
that the police have deceived him as
to gambling

and vice

conditions.

COLLAPSING VMARF
SINKS A VESSEL
PACIFIC FREIGHTER
MEETS PECULIAR FATE AT BALBOA, PANAMA.
,

San Francisco, Aug. 17. The Pacific Mail liner Newport was sunk at
Balboa,' Panama, this morning by the
collapse of the wharf to- which Bhe
was moored. All on board were saved.
Word of the aceident was received by
the Merchants' Exchange.

: Accord-

ing to the meager details received,,
the Newport was lying alongside
wharf at Balboa, having:
taken on a full cargo of general mer-

chandise for San Francisco. There
was a roar and a crash about 2
o'clock this morning and the great.
Bhed over the dock tottered and thea
fell toward the side where the steamer lay. The thousands of tons of
wreckage slid across the bow of the
Newport into the water. All aboard
rushed to the decks and managed to
reach the wharf in safety.
'Within a short space of time the
WALKER IS NOMINATED
Newport sank, her keel resting on a
W'ashlngton,
Aug. 17. President muddy bottom in 35 feet of water.
Taft today nominated Francis E Only her upper deck was above the
Walker of Massachusetts to e dep- surface. Her cargo loss will reacn
close to $500,000.
of corpor tlons.
uty commissioner

.

TWO

duction increased 11.7 per cent and
the value 117.3 per cent.
A more precise calculation of the
average increase In unit values of
crops has, however, been made by
the census bureau.
For the individual crops for which
both quantity producea
and vaiue
wefe reported at both censuses, the
average value per unit in 1899 was
was multiplied
computed and this
Into the quantity produced in 1909,
thus showing the total value would
have been, reported for each crop in
1909 if the acreage value per unit
had been the same as ten years ear
lier. For certain crops, the values
were not reported separately in 1899,
and for certain other crops quantities
were not reported at either census
s
but the analysis covers
of
the crops of the country as measured

CATHOLIC SOCIETIES TO MEET
Louisville,
Ky., Aug. 17.Thou-Bandof delegates and visitors, representing the'efergy and laity of the
f
i
Roman Catholic church
Li U Li
throughout
the country, are pouring into Louis
London, Aug. 17. The hand of the crees, which In
fact nullify marriage
ville to attend the eleventh annual
builder has been laid upon one of without
ISO
convention of the American Federarestoring freedom to either
tion of Catholic society. The gather- England's oldest taverns, and scon Party to contract, another alliance.
the
old Castle Inn of King-sto- n
ing ' will be formally opened tomorwill be a memory only. One of
Rome, Aug. 17. All hope
row morning with a solemn pontificWhat is left from our Summer Stocky MUST
having
the first historical mentions of th now been lost of
CENSUS OF 1910 SHOWS GREAT
mass
at
the
cathedral.
Most
The
al
the
finding
stone
Inn
Is made in the curious old work taken from the
be sold lo make room for the New Goods
INCREASE IN VALUE OF
Agge'r'of Servius
Rev, John Bonzano, the papal deles
known as "Valor Eccleslasticus," pub- LAND AND CROPS.
in
1865,
and
at
destined
will
celebas
be the
a memogate
Washington,
now arriving. This nil! be your
Ilsmed in 1535, which states that the rial of Rome
to Abraham Lincoln, En
rant. The sermon will be preached oy
Castle
Inn
paid a tifihe of three shill gineer Ferdinando Gerardi, one
Washington, D. a. Aug. 17. The
Bishop McFaul of Trenton, N. J. Othof tb
total value of the crops of continental
er features of the convention pro ings and four pence a year to the surviviors of the committee' of 47
vicar
of
Kingston.
United States In 1900 was, in
years ago, has obtained from Signor
gram will include an address of welround
More than a century later tin "Mir-abil- Credaro,
minister of public instruction
numbers, $3,487,000,000, as
come by Governor McCreary, a reo secure jjood reliable merchandise at a
compared
Annus" states that "Upon t:to permission to take
fijjjre less than
with $2,999,000,000 In 1899. The Insponse by Edward Feeney of Brook
another similar
first
of
the
day
the
cost of production.
crease was thus $2,488,000,000, or
assizes, being March. stone to replace the one lost, and to
lyn, the president of thq organiza 4.
83
1660, it pleased the Lord to etrtke oe sent
per cent, according to a statement Is- probably to Hardin county,
tion, and an address by Archbishop
with sudden death, as he was
uea today by E. Dana
drinking iveniucKy, for the museum, of the
Kessmer of Milwaukee on "The Prin
Uurand, direc- by value.
a glass of wine In the Castle Tavern great
tor of the bureau of the
'
The
ol
total
president.
Catholic
of
value
Federation,
the
reported
ciple
census,
there,
the
Under
of
Sherlffe
Thomas
J.
that
partment of commerce
covered
crops
the
O'Brien, United States
by
computation in
and labor.
ambassador to Italy, has
The tabulations showing these total 1899 was $2,691,979,000, and the to NEW ENGLAND RIFLE MATCHES county."
Coats, Suits, Silk' and Wool Dresses, Lingerie Dresses, Silk
expressed
The
castle remained a favorite hos- his satisfaction at the
results were carried on In the
tal reported value of the same crops
Boston, Aug. 17. The eighth an
renewal of ItaWaists, Lingerie Waists, Millinery and Parasols
division of the bureau of the in 1909 was $4,934,490,000, an Increase nual tournament of the New England telry until 1840, when the growth of ly's tribute to the American patriot.
census, under the supervision of L. of 83.3 per cent. Had the prices of Military Rifle association will com railway travel compelled it to close and has been willing to take it upon
Hi doors. In the old
G. Powers, former
days of the lost Dimseir, once the stone is readv. to
chief statistician, 1899 prevailed, however, the value of mence at the Wakefield ranges on
cnaise
the Tnn was the first stage on have it sent to America in
and J. l. Coulter,
such a
expert special these crops in 1909 would have Monday, and the comeptitlon prom the outward
journey from Londoa to way that this time there will be no
A bulletin
agent.
upon which this amounted to $2,962,358,000, or an In- ises to be the 'most successful ever tue
s.utn of England. In addition to danger of its failing to reach
advance statement is
its
'One lot of Lingerie Waists
based, showing crease of only 10 per cent over 1899. held under the auspices of the associa- the
worth $ 1.25 2.50 for
post
chaises, 24 passenger coach
65c
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FASHION- SNow York,

August 17. The latest
Importations, of fall models from Parts do not Indicate that fashion this
autumn will follow a certain style or

silhouette. There is a remarkable .variety In these models, from the
straight, narrow frock to the gowns
with draped and flowing lines. The
chances seems to he that summer history will repeat itself that in the
too women will he able to chose
from a large variety of styles whatever is most becoming to them, without being compelled to adhere to a
certain model,
Grays have met with much success
amotig the ultra chic this summer, and
it aoems likely that this color will figure! very prominently in the autumn
modes. Among its many shadings almost any woman can find one that
will be becoming to her, though gray
must always be selected knowingly
and with careful deliberation. A mere
dash of iblue or violet or brown in Jits
will make all the difference between
the beckxmiag uid the unbecoming.
"Waistcoats figure in very many of
the summer coats and frocks and In
a many of the advance fall models,
tout! frills and large
rabat arrangements of lace, tulle or linon are made
to usurp the function of the waistcoat and fill in prettily the very low
cut front or open fronts of taany
modish coats. Separate dickey waist-watclosed high with plain notched
edge or collar are shown in satin
printed cottons, corded silks and piques, and some of these include smart
little collar end cravat arrangements,
forming really a sleeveless and plain
backed blouse for wear Inside a coat.
Corded silks are, by the way, even
more popuar than they were last sea
son, and it seems likely that many of
them will be seen among the new
autumn ' materials. Changeable silks
of the corded taffeta and olin types
and of weight slightly heavier than
that of the summer silks are already
shown in some of the more exclusive
shops, and there ('are some very good
looking things i In corded wollens.
Corduroys and corded velvets, particularly In the wide cords, are highly
rated by the importers and are offered in quality and colorings so beautiful that there would certainly
In the
in their 'Popularity.
soft grays and browns, the dead leaf,
taute and similar subdued tones, those
The
stuffs are especially
lovely.
light ibrownis and yellowish tones
shading down to the darker tones of
ecaille are well to the fore on the
autumn color lists and there are many
lovely violet, dahlia and prune shades.
Beautiful J brighter; vjojlets 'are also
seen and lines of wonderful reds and
rose shades.
One or the most effective advance
models shown by a New York importer is In miroir velvet of a shade
that is neither fuschia nor rose, Dut
a light, clear, lovely red between the
two. It is made on simple lines, a

n

,

combinations
and other
are likely to be much worn, iika cloth
and sa,tin, cloth or satin, with chiffon,
rough and smooth cloth, plaia and
corded or brocade or moire silks. This
idea, of course, Is; not new, but will
be develoepd in new ways and will
give an opportunity for complicated
skirt draperies, in Suitable supple and
light materials, accompanied by toats
of warmer and more easily tailored
stuffs.

The separate coat contrasting m
color as well as in material has made
such a hit this summer that, in all
probability, it will be recokned among
the autumn modes too. Its most fad
dish expression has been the. coat of
white or light color associated with

a lightly draped black satin klrt,
but there are plenty of variations up
on the mode and it will be easy to
work out others in winter materials.
coat which has
The loose
obtained favor this summer is an
other mode which is fairly sure of
autumn acceptance and indeed new
in
models of this class
now in materials heavier than those
of the summer.
For some purposes
the full length coat is the practical
and comfortable thing, but for walk
ing a shorter coat is certainly more
ample,
comfortable, and the loose,
sportins coats of
rough
this season are very gool looking,'
Many Of these are loosely belted in
the iback. Others are quite straight.
beach coats in very rough
but soft and light white woa'ens are
in high favor at the continental resorts and are also appearing here.
The little coats of the bolero ype
have made considerable headway this
summer and will unquestionably be
seen in the fall. They are not universally becoming but when becoming
have much piquancy and give pleasFantasing variety to t;he costume.
tic little dressy models along this
line are shown in silks, but the rather
more trig models in wool and silk
tailored costumes are more significant in connection with autumn probabilities.
Some of these are quite
straight, loose, reaching just to the
girdle or belt and finishing, unconfin-earound the bottom, their line making a straight silhouette line with the
skirt. This type of coat is usually
open in front with buttons down one
side and buttonholes down the other
or with some trimming of loop and
buttons down each side, and it opens
over a full frilled blouse or waist coat
and guimpe. Other models, somewhat
less trying and youthful, fit in at the
waistline and are held, at least parGQ1TSGAL
tially, by the belt or girdle.
The Robespierre collar and its numerous variations, though In some phasLIF es sadly commonized, have not yet
OF
run itheir course and hints of the
will be in evidence In the auFroni 40 to 50 Years of Age. tumn modes, though the cutaway will
How It May Be Passed
not be as frequent in the realm of the
tailored coat as it was in the spring.
in Safety.
This, means, too, that short waisted
Odd, Va,: "I am enjoying better coat lines will survive along, with the
health than 1 have tor 20 years, and I belted arrangements and cuts of nor
believe I can safely mal waistline.
say now that I am a
Long sleeves set smoothly into armwell woman. I was
reared on a farm and holes and very tight fitting on the
had all kindsof heavy lower arm or of the bishop sleeve
work to ' do which class, only slightly fulled into a plain
caused the troubles
wristband, 'have boon considerably
that came on me la- worn all summer and will have a
ter. For five years
as fool weather
during the Change of greater acceptance
Life I was not able comes on.
to lift a pail of waThe blouses of bright colored plum
ter. I had hemor or tartan silk, veiled with chiffon or
rhages which would last for weeks and I marquisette, are a pleasant change for
was not able to sit up in bed. I suffered
autumn.
8 great deal with my back and was so
Dresses of ribbed shot epingle, velnervous I could scarcely sleep at night,
and I did not do any housework for three vet are fashionably made in simple
years.
princess style and having a sash of
"Now I can do as much work as contrasting color.
any woman ,of my age in the county,
Rett and straw mixed hats are atthanks to the benefit I have received
for seashore wear. They are
tractive
from Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
can be trimmed and turnand
flexible
remedies
recommend
I
your
Compound.
to all suffering women." Mrs. Martha ed at any angle.
L. Holloway, Odd, Va.
The new models show skirts of flowNo other medicine for woman's ills has ered silk with overdmpery of voile de
d
and unqualireceived such
in a harmoninzlng color.
fied endorsement We know of no other sole,
Everywhere one sees hats trlmmel
medicine which has such a record of
bows of wide, stiff
prcai s has Lydia E. Finkham's with big, loose
Vegetable Compound. For more than 30 soie, in a harmonizing color.
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
years it has been the standard remedy
for woman's ilia
Tf you have the MiprTitest doubt
most common complaints
of
lltat Lydia 1 Pink ham's Vcgcta-Compou- thatOnehard the
working peoplo are afflicted
will help you, write with
is lame back. Apply ChamberCo.
to Lydia Jfl.Pinkham Medicine ad-1 lain's liniment twice a day and mas(p.'.iiiidwntial) Lynn, Mass., for
at each apIce. Your letter will be opened, sage the parts thoroughly
and answered by a woman, plication, and you will get quick relief.
For sale by all dealers.
sad. J.l.l hi fetrict confidence.
half-lengt- h

half-lengt- h
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Half-lengt- h
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WOMAN'S

trips and on Sunday will be "German
Day" under the auspices oi the State
German alliance.

FRANCIS JOSEPH 82 TODAY.
Vienna, Aug. 17. Emperor Francis
Joseph will celebrate his 82nd birth
day aniversary tomorrow in a quiet
way at his summer villa in Ischl.
Public1 celebrations
will be held
throughout the entire monarchy.
NEW ULM, MINN., HOLDS REUNFrancis Joseph was born at Viena,
ION OF PIONEERS ON HIS- August 18, 1830, as the eldest son
TORIC OCCASION.
of Archduke Francis and a nephew
of Emperor Ferdinand I., who ruled
New Ulm, Minn., Aug. 17. The cit- from 1835 to .1848.
Ferdinand abdi
izens of this prosperous city have cated on December 2, 1848, amid the
made extensive preparations for the turbulent scenes that threatened the
celebration, next week, in commemo-- ! dissolution of the empire, and his
ration of the defense of New Ulm brother, the Archduke Francis, havu v ui t iiu&cii a&aiuoi, lilts upiia- - ing surrendered his claims to the totlng of the Sioux Indians in 1862, tering throne, his son, Francis
known in history as "The New Ulm
became emperor of Austria,
in waich more than 2,000 though he was not crownea king of
Massacre,
men,, women and children were bru Hungary until June 8, 1867. At the
tally butchered or tortured to death time of Francis Joseph's accession to
by the bloodthirsty savages. Today the Austrian throne Hungary was in
it is exactly fifty years since four a state of revolt and, with Kossuth
out for sport and as governor, declared itseit a repubyoung Indians,
game in the woods hear Acton, Meek- lic in 1849.
er county, to prove their courage,
Charles Albert, of Sardinia, again
shot and killed three men, two wo- took up arms against Austria in Italy.
men, and a young girl, which wanton Austria triumphed, however, both in
act precipitated the uprising of the Italy and Hungary and the emperor
Indians of that locality and the sub- devoted himself to the
sequent massacre.
of his authority. In 1859 he
i;
The celebration, however, will not was forced to face a war with France
begin until tomorrow and will be and Sardinia, which ended with the
"
A reconstruclargely in the nature of a
loss of the Lombardy.
week, to include Sunday, Aug- tion of the monarchy on a dualistic
ust 25. One of the principal features basis was effected in 1887. ' In 1854
Of the celebration will be the reasthe emperor married PrincesB' Elizasembling in this city, of the one hun- beth of Bavaria, who was assassinat
dred and fifty or so surviving defend- ed
by an anarchist about eleven years
ers of New Ulm and Fort Ridgely, ago. The emperor's only son, Crown
some of whom came from Nicollet, Prince Rudolph, was fouhd dead in a
St. Peter, Mankato,
Le, Sueur and hunting lodge in 1890.
other places in Minnesota. Several
hundred former citizens of New Ulm,
WAS IT HERE?
now living in various other parts of
Los Angeles, Aug. 17. Kate Jenhe country, have also expressed their
sen, a pretty young Minneapolis girl,
willingness to visit their former home left
today for home after a remark
town on the occasion of this semivisit to her girlhood chum, Miss
able
'
centennial celebration.
Lillian Williams, of 211 North Beau
. Tomorrow there will be memorial
avenue. Miss Jensen told of her
services in all the churches of this dry
experience, releasing her friends here
city, and special programs have been
from the pledges of, secrecy. The un
arranged for these services.'.: Monday
feature was that .she came
will be .devoted to the welcoming of usual,
here from Minneapolis in a box car,
visiting pioneers! Tuesday afternoon associated with the
freight men of
there will be a general reunion of old
the Santa Fe railroad, wore trous
settlers and their descendants and in
ers and smoked a pipe.
the evening the surviving defenders
Miss Williams was forced to come
and pioneers will be the guests of
to Los Angeles for her health. Miss
honor at a banquet at Turner hall, of
Jensen volunteered to bring her
the "Junior Pioneers of New Ulm
chuml's pets the two alligators, a
and Vicinity," an organization comcarriage horse, 17 cats, a dog and a
posed of the sons and daughters of
to let
those who settled about , New Ulm parrot. The' Santa Fe refused
the live stoclj because
her
accompany
prior to. or immediately following the she was a
So she

IMMUil

bodice slightly surplice in front,
showing a V of tulle and lace, and a
skirt whose clinging fronts are drawu
back ever so slightly to show a tiny
V of lace petticoat toward the bottom. Bodice fronts and skirt fronts
are bordered by embroidery, in odd
blues and reds deeper than that of
the velvet nnd there Is a girdle of one
of the blues.
,
Velvet in connection with satin or
cloth promises to have a great vogue

of

TH i

STRAY TOPICS FROM V

V

V V LITTLE OLD NEW YORK

OBSERVED

Job-ep-

J

"home-coming-

'

massacre.

cuther hair,

girl,

This

organization, which donned a suit of her brother's and
was mainiy instrumental in arrang
came anyway. At Las Vegas Bhe said
ing this celebration, now numbers 200
her first real adventure came, ''a
"

members.
The big day of the week, so far as
New Ulm is concerned, will be Wed
The program for that day
nesday.
includes addresses by Governor Eberhart and Congressmen Hammond and
Davis, selections by choruses of a
hundred voices under the direction
of Professor Reuter and A, J. Alvin,
bajl games and aeroplane flights,
band concerts by four bands, picnics
in all parks, a grand ball at Turner
hall, and a big parade of a historical
character in which the militia of this
district and the regular troops from
Fort Snelling will' take part.
On Thursday there will be a great
memorial celebration at Fort Ridgely,
18 miles up the Tiver. u riday will be
devoted to the dedication of monu
ments erected to mark spots of historical interest in connection with
the massacre, and to an automobile
parade and band concert in the evening. On Saturday the visiting pioneers will be taken on sightseeing

Indian girl, friend of a
trainman, met them and immediate
ly on spying Miss Jensen, whom ev
ery one called John, she was struck
by Cupid's darts.
"The train man grew furiously jealous," said the girl, "but it was such
a joke. I just had to carry it out.
I flirted desperately with that poor
little maiden. Once tne train man
and I nearly came to blows over that
girl, but she got off at Williams and
we were friends again."
half-bree- d

&

ever, may result in the death of tuff
driver. A hearse was returning from

lb

,;

Z.

a funeral and had reached the Prospect Plaza, Brooklyn, when the horses
were frightened by an muomobile.
They dashed madly Into ."Prospect
park. The driver succeeded In stop
ping them and alighted from, the box
to arrange the bits,
which one of
the horses had caught between its
teeth. While he was fixing the bit,
the horses, already nervous, were
again frightened and ran away again,
with the driver hanging to the lines.
After a hundred yards he lost hla
grip and fell and one of the horses
stepped on Ails face, crushing his
.

New York, August 17.-board, but should be open, so that all parties.
of aldermen has finally decided to interested in food supply might have
make a thorough investigation of the a. free voice. The committee also
charges that members of the police recommends that the railroads and
department have been accepting graft steamship lines entering the city
from gamblers and that certain otfl- - should be encouraged, and, if necesclals were criminally concerned In sary, obliged, to provide facilities for
the murder of Herman Rosenthal, ." A. the prompt delivery of food, and also
committee consisting of six republi to provide space so that the public skull- cans and three democrats was ap auction for wholesalers could be held
An old woman, of the militant suf
pointed and it is expected that the as soon as the .food arrived. The
charges will be carefully sifted and transportation lines should be requir- fragette type, caused considerable
the offenders duly exposed. It would ed to furnish tooth cold and general commotion the other day In front of
not be at all surprising if a number storage to carry over, when necessary, an upper Broadway restaurant by
of police officials of high standing a two days' supply and to publish haranguing the passing crowds in fasould send In their resignations dur- daily bulletins of the;, supply of food vor of woman's suffrage. When a po
ing the next few weeks. Even Police which had been brought to market' liceman arrived upon the scene and
Commissioner' Waldo, who has here-- Another
important suggestion made requested the suffragette to "move
tofore been the stiaunchest champion by the committee is to1 establish ' a along," she became not only Indigof the honor of the police department, number of large stores capable of sup- nant but even abusive and, without
has at last been forced' to admit, in plying from 25,000 to 50,000 persons ceremony,- slapped the officer in the
view, of the overwhelming testimony daily, wich in the opinion of the com- face several times. When the policealready introduced, that there seem to mittee would, greatly reduce the cost man tried to arrest her, she resisted
be some crooks in the department
vigorously, Ibut when the patrol wagon
of distribution.
arrived, Bhe was qufrkty bundled in,
There is something for entomolo
David Belasco is again in trouble. while she was hissing like an enraged
gists and biologists to work on: A Some dramatist unknown to fame, has wildcat
resident of New Jersey, the state fa sued him for an accounting, and roy
OVERTAXED.
mous for its trusts and mosquitoes, alties, charging that the play "The
hag made an interesting discovery, or, Woman," which Belasco has produced
at least, he claims to have made the and which is attributed to De Mille, Hunoteds of East Las Vegas Readers
Know What It Means.
discovery that during the last few the well known dramatist, constitute
The kidneys are overtaxed;
years the size of the mosquitoes which ed a bold plagiarism of the complainNew Jersey produces and with which ant's unproduced play. It appears f Have too much to do.
it supplies the adjoining states, had fromi the testimony In the case that I They tell about ,it In many aches
pains
decreased.
Screens,, De Mille wrote his play in 1908 and and
considerably
!
Backache, weariness, headache,
which In former years offered com- read it to a number of friends, while
f
of kidney Ills.
plete protection from the posts, are the play of the complainant was not I Early symptoms
troubles,
Bright's disease
Urinary
no longer efefctive, because the
copyrighted until September, 1910. To
V
i
have (become so small that they cut the controversy short, Mt. Belas- follow.
tells
citizen
Las
Bast
Vegas
easily slip through the meshes of the co offered to have both plays staged ;An
a reliable remedy for' kidney
screens. The alleged observer of this and produced at his theater on the hero
111
phenomenon has no theory to offer, same day to give the court a chance i Alfred
806
National
Underwood,
but leaves it to the scentlsta to de- to compare the two plays and to
St. East Las Vegas, N.; Mex., says:
termine whether this decrease in the convince himself that the charge of "I have
recommended
previously
size of the mosquitoes Is a case of plagiarism was utterly unfounded. Af- Doan's
Pills through the loThe

-

mos-quit-

;""'

Kidney
mere degeneration or the result of ter witnessing both performances cal
papers and I have vouched for
selective breeding for the purpose of Judge Holt of the federal court will their merit whenever questioned in
.
,
adaptation tid changed conditions.
give his decision.
regard to my statement. V obtained
Doan's Kidney Pills at the Center
An ancient horsecar, drawn by equal- Block Pharmacy and they brought
The committee which ' has been
was moving slowly me relief from backache and other
studying food prices and market fa- ly ancient horses,
the
other morning. The symptoms of kidney complal.it. Since
South
street
up
New
has
York
of
in
state
the
cilities
then I have taken this remedy off and
published Its report and the infor horses nodded with each plodding step
dash- on whenever I have had need of it1
over
the
nodded
driver
and
the
to
the
mation it contains, is,
least,
say
which held and it has done good work. If my
startling. The (Committee found that board. Then the hook
and the kidneys do not act properly or if my
whiffletree
the
way
gave
it cost $150,000,000 to, transport
back aches, I can depend
upon
in food, or, in other words, that whiff letiree ibumped against the hind
Bpan's Kidney Pills to Immediately
unwonted
The
the
of
horses,
legs
the distribution of food in the City of
drive away the tronbIe.w
nags
New York adds 40 per cent tq the cost sensation aroused the sleepy
'For gale by all dealers. Price 60
like
forward
and.
colts,
.""contains
4he
hjnmced
they
of supplies.
report
Omts. Foster-Mllurn Co., Bu",-,,o- .
over
the da4ggj.
many valuable suggestions. It recom- pulling the driver
ew York, sole agents
mends an amendment to the citr The horses continued on a brisk gallop united States.
charted to provide for a department up the street, to the greatest amuseRemember the name Doan's and
of markets. This department, it is ment of the peopie on the street. Af- take no other.
dourged, should be put in direct charge ter the horses had raoed about a
of all the sanitary and economic zen blocks they were caught by two
Bybee. teaming contractor
p. atC. 669
Knowing
Keeling Court, Canton, 111.,
questions of the city's food supply, policemen and led back.
It should publish daily accurate price that their report of the incident would ls now well rid of a severe and annoy-inf- e
case of kidney trouble. His back
lists for consumers to prevent extor- not be believed at the station, the two
and he was bothered with head-ashpained
11 oars
to
decide
of
tossed pennies
tion. It should supervise systematic
and dizzy spells. "I took Foley
auctions at places fixed by the city, which of them should tell the lieuten- Kidney Pills just as directed and in a
where the wholesale prices for each ant at the station what had happen- fqw days I felt much better. My life
aid strength semeed to come back,
"V
day would be fixed by supply and der ed,
aid I sleep well. I am now all over
mand of every kind of food. Such
my trouble and glad to recommend Fowas
rather
another
There
the
peculiar ley Kidney Pills." Try them. O. G.
auctions should not be held for
IhowSehaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
profit of the city or any organization, runaway the other day, which,
1350,-00,00- 0
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A vast amount of 111 health is due
to impaired digestion. When the stomach fails to perform Its functions properly the whole system becomes deranged. A few doses of Chamberlain's
Tablets is all you need. They will

strengthen your digestion, Invigorate
your liver, and regulate your bowels,
entirely doing away with" that miserable feeling due to faulty digestion
'
Try It. Many others have been Fer- - U
manentry cured wny not your Fonts
IS'
sale by all dealers.
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BIG DEMAND
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wide-sprea-

nd

No young woman, in the joy
of
coming motherhood, should neglect
to prepare her system for the physical ordeal she is to undergo. The
health of both herself and the coming
child depends largely upon the care
Bhe bestows upon herself during the
Mother's Friend
Waiting months.
,.

prepares the expectant mother's system for the coming event, and Its use
makes her comfortable during all the
term. It works with and for nature.
and by gradually expanding all tis
sues, muscles and tendons, involved.
and keeping the breasts in good con
dition, brings the woman to the crisis
In splendid physical condition.
The
baby, too, is more apt to be perfect and
Btrong where the mother has thus
prepared herself for nature's supreme
function. No better advice could ba
given a young expectant mother than
that she uss Mother's Friend; it is a
medicine that has proven its value
In thousands of
;

cases.-

-

Mother'

Friend is sold

drug

itoreB.'Wt'nwMTn
VUl Uliti)

Write for free
book for expect--

FOR OFFICE HELP

m

Never before in the history of the
southwest have there been so many
and such lucrative positions open to
those trained for business, as today.
And the new era of business prosperity now at hand te certain to produce
an even greater demand.
The Albuquerque Business College
finds it impossible to supply the calls
that it is receiving from prominent
business firms, a condition due, 'principally, to the fact that this institution has a reputation for turning out
the very best help that can he pro
cured, its graduates even being pre
ferred to most experienced office as
sistants. Its recommendation is conclusive evidence of competency.' Every
call offers from $50 to more than
$100 a month, with splendid chances
for promotion.
Enter' September 9, devote a few
months to persistent study, and you,
also, will be qualified to enter the
Rreat, busy, commercial world, over
flowing with such unlimited opportunities.
A postal will bring our
catalog:

f
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Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put, his personality and reputation behind his'
statements. ;
Re can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
'
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of tinadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It A i ways

'

:

ant mothers which contains much ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS
LEGE,
valuable information, and many sug"The Special School by Specialists,"
gestions of a helpful nature.
Albuquerque, N. M.
IT.XirJlH KSCl'LATOaCO., Attain. Go.
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ESTABLISHED

1879

off the press and Colonel
volume
Twitehell delivered Volume 1 as soon
as It was ready. The first nook made
such a decided impression that
for both volumes came in rapidly and now the colonel finds the task
of delivery a heavy que. The second
volume Is much larger than the first.
It brings the history down to Janu-arof this year Wlieti Governor William C. McDonald ' was Inaugurated,
The entire work is one of absorb
ing interest and the reader, should
he desire' to study. New Mexico history exhaustively, can provide himself with every 'known authority by
looking up the 'reference appended
to the Twitehell, work. In "Leading
Facts In New Mexican History" Colonel Twitehell has 'produced a book
that faithfully narrates the story of
New Mexico rbm atfiie&t Tjays. :;It
is a work of whio theluhor and
every citizen' of"the siiate catr well
feel proud.

RODS EVELT GIVES GOSSIPS CAUSE OF
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Publlsed By
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
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M.

M.
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CO.
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Entered at the postoflice at East
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transinis- aloa through the United States mails
as second class matter.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier:
$ .05
Per Copy
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.One Week
One Month
One Year

15
.65
7.50
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One Year
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One Year
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$2.00
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We are tolerable busy and have no
time to. stop quarrels, now on between
r
and
the Fariuingtbh
Tirires-Hustle-

Santa Fe.Eagle oyer' politics, and
tween ta t Vega'.':'Opfae ' and Albu- querque Journal. The Optic says the
Journal advlaedC New Mexican people
not to patronize the late fake prize
fight because it was a fake. At
which b'oh !iaat tbif Optic casts this
one: "The Jburnal ought not to overlook tha'BtatefaJr .at Albuquerque ad.
vertised as a state fair for the bene
fit of the people, when exposing
fakes.',;:xWh,icJ' irfemlnds us th state
fair ought to give more than $11 to
tal premiums in; thef horticultural department this year if' it wants to In
terest San Juan county. But let us
all stop fussing and boost the state.

A CUTTING

A

ROAST

DURAN
TOLD

AFFRAY

DECLARES
"SOMEONE
ROMERO CALLED
HIM NAMES"

HIM

From Page One)

(Continued

Meddlesome gosslpers and talebear
ers are said to have been the cause
to secure these installments of social
of a cutting affair which occurred earand industrial justice by action In
this morning and resulted in the
both the nation and the several states. ly
serious Injury of Joe Romero,
a
we
"Therefore,
propose to see that
man employed by the Romero
young
our representatives give the people
Book and Stationery company In its
these laws wherever In nation or state
store on Bridge street. Nareiso
the progressive3 come into .power. In
is in the county jail accused of
these matters we do not Intend to let
a murderous assault upon Romero.
oui public servants, our representa-tivs,defcid- e The njured boy is In the Becker hosfor, us "whether 8r Sot
pital where he wag taken Immediately
va nn "heave thA"n'iw r rwc
after 'the altercation. His condition
7T
who need It: we
give Justice to
is said to' be grave.
to
settle
the
matter
for
propose
The stabbing occurred on the corand we Intend that our pub- ner
of Twelfth street and Douglas avelic servants shall give us the laws necnue about 1 o'clock this morning.
essary In order to achieve the end
Romero, accompanied by Miguel Rowe have in view. .We do not Intend
mero and Adolfo Perea, was returning
to let either executive or legislative
from a dance on the East side. Ac
officers forbid us to have such laws;
to the story Duran overtook
and my friends, neither do we intend cording
the party. He at once began abus
to let the judges forbid us to have
ing young Romero, declaring that
such laws.
certain young man had told him that
"Therefore, in our platform we have Romero had called him vile names
stated that we Intend to provide more and
otherwise had sought to injure
of
easy iand expeditious methiods
Da-ra- n

U

does not desire the prosecution of
his assailant. It is more than likely,
however, that the district attorney's
office will bring criminal proceeding's
'
against Duran.
Romero is about 20 years of age.
He is the son of the late Amado Romero, whom many Las Vegans' wlil
remember.
His mother, having
is living near Springer.
came here several months ag
and has, been in the employ of Robert
J. Taupert, the jeweler.
It is stated that Romero's wounds
are not likely to prove fatal. The
boy lost a large amount of blood end
is in 'a weakened condition.
Du-ira- n

ia3 Or

CILE GOfJOEOGES
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Sii&Hty for les "than

StoSto

in any retail ehlua atore.

of

both
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Flour. Send t.

LARABEE--

flye
'

EMPRESS, you know. Is that "Mighty-Good- "
Flour that makes Baking

a DelisM

ALL GROCERS

ure of the opening stock market
here. This was offset by a one point
advance in Louisville & Nashville,
General Electric and Consolidated
Gas, with strength in more active Issues, including Copper and Steel.
Selling pressure on increased of
ferings immediately Imparted general
heaviness soon after the opening,
with a further decline In Canadian
Pacific and marked weakness in coal
ers. The market closed heavy. What
is popularly known as a healthy reac
tion occurred In today's stock market.
Opening prices were slightly irregu
lar in the direction of betterment,
but a selling movement of formidable proportions In the final hour re
duced all gains to material net losses.
Canadian Pacific was the weakest of
the railway issues, with pronounced
heaviness dn Lehigh Valley
and
Reading
The last sales were as follows:

Trv a Sack You'll Like it.

Jefferson Kaynolds President
E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Stephen B. Davis Vice PresidBnt

J

Hai'ett Raynoias Cashier
rl. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

;
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Capital,

$100,000

Sorpuis, and Undividbd Profits S35.0O0

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac- commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

85
128

...'....140
...117

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

129
170

....112
....108
127
73

bid.... 113'

"
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FIIML CLQSiCO OUT OF ALL. SUMMER
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Special Iriducemervts Offered to Make Hoom For New. FaJl Stocks
Sheets and Pillow Gases
fl.25 Sheets,
$1.00

Sheets,

81x90
81x90,

hemstiched, best Sheeting; each,.
hemmed, good sheeting," each....

85c Sheets, 81x90, hemmed, medium weight,
30c Pillow Cases, 36x42, hemstitched, .each
25c Pillow Cases, 36x42, hemmed, each
35c Pillow

Cases, 36x45, hemstitched, each

Specials in

Comforts and Blankets
Seasonable

98o
79o

Fall and Winter.

each....65o

In Good

Offerings
'

Clean

Bedding

Entire Stock Delivered to

;.22o

......;. 26c

Apparel

15o Percale, 36
15c Gingham, 27

inches wide, best quality, per yard
inches wide, non better, per yard
17c Galatea Cloth, 27 inch, per yard .
v...
10 yards Lonsdale Hope Muslin for
12 yards English
Long Cloth, wortli 35c yard for

25

Per Cent.

.33 1-- 3 Per Gent Off on 111 Summer Suits
and Dresses.
-

1- -4

The
2

OM.

off.

5

Men's Oxfords, entlrer stock at

5

off.

Your Choice of Any Man's or
iBoy's Slraw Hat at

1-- 3

OH

,

UV&c

....ll&C

MEN'S, WOMEN'S, BOYS AND GIRLS

.14a
A VERT NICE LINE OF SIZES, STYLES
AND QUALITIES
IS Ft
FROM WHICH TO CHOOSE. A GREAT OPPORTUNITY.
COME AND
LOOK AT THE GARMENTS WE CAN SHOW. YOU WILL
BF nir
'
LIGHTED.

9Sc
$3.0")

OFF AIL TAFETA SILKS

store

01,
C.LasVegas.

of Quality'

10 PER CENT OFF ALL RICH SHOES

Entire Stock of Summer Underwear Reduced 14

Bargains in Dry
Goods

Money-Savin- g

Off.

1-- 4

1--

5

4

Fine Wash Dresses, Sew stock,' all sizes at
Womens' White Lingerie and Silk Waists, all reduced

House at

Ladies' Oxfords and Pumps, your choice at
Childrens' Pumps and cfxfords at
off.

Best 15o grade, 35 inch Sllkolines, - per yard.. 11c
Best 35c grade, faacy Art Dennims, per yard.. .23c
27 inch Cretonnes, our regular 10c grade, yd..70
OFF ON ALL SWISSES, ARABIAN NETS
and FANCY DRAPERIES.

Your Home at a Discount of

For Women

Any Ladie's or Child 's Hal in 1! le

Shoes and Oxfords

es

Draperies Etc.

for

....19c

Ready-to-Wea- r

One, lot of

Gretonnes-Silkolin-

C0c and G3c
Ties-Fu- 'l

j

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

TP"

TCWHS BAY,

$14

!Ke?eryw

5

eaSyoo one of theae beautiful not bjr frewbt. AUdreaj MillPp
ftiittiknee to The Oblna Ieirtrcwni of the
tonipan,
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v
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REGULAR RETAIL VkLUB, $13.00
anil mt
of this beautiful dinner-warevr!i csrloutt
Tmunolaclnrnr to Kive 3 an exclusive dwiKa
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the
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We
.re
iSSPi"rytw
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
New York, Aug.
two point
decline in Canadian Pacific following
its weak close in London, was a feat-

.

I

AND

GOODWIN
WILL RECOVER
Los Angeles, Aug. 17. Nat C. Goodwin, the actor, who was injured
Thursday when hlg rowboat was dashed ashore on Rocky Point beach, was
pronounced entirely out of danger today by his physicians.

his reputation.
amending the federal constitution and
Romero denied the truth of these
that when In any state a state court
statements, declaring he had no
declared that a law passed for social
grudge against Duran and Ibjtd never
and industrial justice ia unconstitusought to speak of him In a deroga
tional then after an ample interval
manner. At this Juncture, It Is
tory
of deliberation, the people shall nave
Duran became angry and at
stated,
the opportunity themselves to de- tacked Romero. The
boy fought to
cide by vote whether act is to become
defend himself and is said to have
Aztec Index.
law notwithstanding such decision; been
doing so effectively until Duran,
o
for, as the platforms says, the progres
that the battle was going
seeing
The Optic Is Indebted to the Ne sive party demands such construction
him, drew his knife. Seven
against
braska State Historical society for a of the power of the courts as shall times he piled this murderous wea
copy of a book recently Issued by leave the people themselves the ul pon, according to the story of Ro
that organization entitled ' Collections timate authority to determine funda mero's companions.
of the Nebraska State Historical So- mental questions of social welfare- - and
Romero received a deep cut on the
.
ciety." The work was edited by Al- public policy.
back of his neck, several gashes on
bert Watkins,' historian of the soci
the left side of the breast and a dan- Amalgamated Coper
ety. It contains many interesting arCov- American Beet
gerous wound in the abdomen.
Sugar
ticles dealing
POSTMASTER IS REPAID.
with evens in early
ered with blood he sank to his knees Great Northern
Nebraska history.
Aug. H7. Senator and Duran desisted in his attack. The New York Central
Washintgon,
Bourne for the committee on poatof wounded
boy was .taken in Dan Northern Pacific
fices today favorably reported the Rhodes' taxlcab to the Becker hos-itEDWARDS PLEADS GUILTY
Reading .
Wythevlllerw. Va., Aug. 17. Sldna senate bill for the payment of $11,- Duran was arrested by Pedro Southern Pacific
Edwards, one of the Hillsville court 236 to Postmaster George W. Hoyt Padilla ,a West side policeman.
He Atchison
house assassins, pleaded guilty today at Cheyenne, Wyoming, for sums em- made no effort to evade' arrest. Du- Union Pacific
to second degree murder and was sen- bezzled in his office- - last year by a ran spent the
day in the county jail. United States Steel
'
tenced to 15 years In the penitentiary. subordinate.
It is reported that Romero states he United States Steel, pfd.

3

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH

.,

;

With the help of an automobile Colonel E. E. Twitehell Is delivering the
second and final volume of his great
work, "Leading Facts of New Mexican History." "A large number of
mo uuu&s yrere sow oeiore me first

X

Four-in-IIan-

d

RIen's

43 inches Lor For 30c

$1.00, $1.23 and S1.G0 Elen's
Fine Shirts, 93c

,
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Will Salisbury came In this alter-,noofrom his home m Wagon
Mound on a short business
trip.
J. A. Conley. Santa re master me-

n

chanic, came in last night from his
headquarters In Raton on business.
Mrs. Charles Rogers and
daughter
left this afternoon tor Denver where
they will visit friends and relatives.
MIbs Eugenia Delgado will leave
tomorrow for Denver where she wJT
spend several days visiting relatives
Charles E. Doll, representing the
National Biscuit company, came In
last night from ' hia headquarters in

Santa

Fe.
Mrs. B. Abeyta and daughter, Miss
Josefita Garcia, left thfs morning for
El Porvenlr where they will spend a

week or ten days.

A. M. McCready, Santa Fe travel
ing enginer, was in Las Vegas today
on business. Mr. McCready makes
his headquarters In Raton.
Alfred Kroenlg came In this after
noon from his ranch & at Tipton, to
spend Sunday with hia son, Brnest
Knoenlg, who is ill in the Becker hos
pital.
Miss Helen Winter and Miss
Bergere came In, yesterday af
ternoon from their homes in Santa
Fe for a visit with Miss Madeline
Con-suel-

Mills.

,

.

Bert Wean and his family left to
day for the country In the neighborhood of the Harvey carriage house
where they will spend ten days on a
camping and fishing trip.
E. T. Plowman,
manager of the
Casteneda hotel, who is acting as division superintendent of the Harvey
house system, returned yesterday af
ternoon from a short business trip to
Albuquerque and points south of
here.'
who arrived last
Milnor Rudulph,
evening from Mora, left today for AnMr. Rudulph declares that
tonchico.
the recent rains In the Mora and
-

valleys have assured the largest crops ever raised in those localities.
H. N. Graubarth, one of the proprietors of the Hoffman & Graubarth
store on Bridge street, will leave tonight for Saint Louis, Chicago and
New York where he will purchase
Mr. Graubarh will he gone
goods.
several weeks.
Mrs. E. E. Johnson, two daughters,
y
Lorna and Katherine, and son,
who are on an extended trip In
the middle west, are visiting friends
in St. Paul. They will return home
i
In about a week.
:

Mar-sball-

The funeral services of Baltimore
F. L. Murdock, the infant son of Dr.
and Mrs. H. S. Murdock, of Springer,
who died yesterday morning at the
Becker hospital, were held this morn,
John-se- n
ing in the chapel of J. C.
The hody was sent to
& Son.
Marble Hill, Mo., this arternoon on
train, No. 10 for hurial. Rev. Norman
Skinner' of the First Presbyterian
church officiated at the services.
Douglas, daughter of
left this afternoon for
Deliver. It is said that Miss Douglas
confided to some of her friends that
she is to become the bride of E. A,
Ray, formerly Associated Press operator in The Optic office, who is now
in the employ of the Western Union
Telegraph company in Denver. Mr.
Douglas accompanied his daughter as
far as La Junta.
Miss Gladys

C. N. Douglas,

m

social affairs other than the regular
events of the club, as this would increase the income.

DIFFER

IGlDliillE
QUARTERS
MANY LAS VEGANS THINK COMMERCIAL
CLUB SHOULD
DROP SOCIAL FEATURE.

l
i

NEW YORK WON.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 17. New York
evened up the series with Chicago
yesterday winning the second game.
7 to 4. Tesreau pitched excellent ball
for the Giants, ' holding Chicago to
four hits until the ninth Inning.
Chance used four pitchers, Laven- der, Reulbach, Cheney and Toney, in
an effort to turn the tide.

I

The subject of whether or not the!
Las Vegas , Commercial
club shall
abandon its quarters in the Masonic
ACQUIT
Temple Is one that is commanding
the attention of the business men of
the city at the present time. Opinion
OF
on the matter is evenly divided, there
being men on both slues of the question whose opinion is well worth consideration. Many are of the opinion
that for the,. Commercial club to give
up its rooms, would be a public ca(Continued from rage One)
lamity, while others think that this
would be one' of the best things that
could ,b ,ddne for the good of the wood, a regularly drawn juror in the
case of J. B. McNamara. The evi
club..
Good reasons are being advanced dence, Judge Hutton instructed, did
by both sides, and the matter will not not Justify a verdict of guilty oh the
be" decided 'Without much considera- first count.
The second count charged Darrow
tion and argument. Monday night
the stockholders of the organization with attempting corruptly to influwill meet for the purpose of thresh- - ence a man about to be drawn as a
juror. The court also instructed that
ing out the matter.
Those who take the stand that the a verdict of guilty could not be found
on the uncorroborated evidence ol
quarters should be abandoned, advance the argument, that the money accomplices.
"If you find no evidence Independ
now being spent for rent and general
expenses could be used to great ad- ent of the testimony of accomplices,"
vantage for advertising matter. This said the judge,"you must find the deside' also maintains that a Commer- fendant not guilty. Admission alleged
cial ' club cannot be a business and so- to have been made to accomplices by
cial organization and make a success the defendant should not be regardof either, and that as long as the ed as corrobratlve. The test'piony oi
club rooms are kept up the club will a feigned accomplice, however, Iocs
not require corroboration."
be a
organiThis Instruction applied to
'
zation.
The believers in retaining the club wood.
History of the Case.
rooms state that they are necessary
A direct outcome of the abrupt endas a place for meeting and the entertainment of business ana professional ing last November of the trial of J. B.
McNamara for the dynamiting of the
organizations holding sessions in
Los
Angeles Times building, the trial
Las Vegas. Some maintain that to
abandon the. quarters would be a step of Clarence S. Darrow, chief of coun'
sel for the McNamara brothers, was
backwards.'
,
result of an indictment by the
the
who
is
still
another class
There
take, a .provisional stand in the mat- county grand jury for the alleged
ter. .They think that if the member- bribery of George N. Lock wood, a
McNamara
ship of the club could be materially prospective juror in the
case.
Increased and the income raised to. a
On November
28, 1911, Bert H.
point far enough above the actual
chief of detectives on tne
Franklin,
expense .of the club to have a sub
stantial fund,, for advertising the McNamara defense, was arrested for
of Lockwood, On, Decemcommunity, that the rooms should be the bribery
maintained ; but if this cannot be ber 1 the McNamara brothers pleadto murpossible that the quarter's should be ed guilty, J. B. McNamara
buildTimes
In
der
the
destroying
andheretofore
the
money
given up
devoted to the upkeep of rooms, turn- ing,, and J. J. McNamara to dynamiting the Llewellyn iron works.
ed over to the advertising fund.
On January 15, Franklin made a
' Foremost
among those, who be
lieve that the club rooms should be confession to Assistant District Atmaintained is W. J. Lucas, the presi- torney Ford that he had bribed Her'
dent of the organization, who believes bert F. Bain, the first juror sworn
that nothing worse could happen than to try the McNamara case, and that
he had sought to bribe five other
their abandonment. Jefferson
prospective
jurors, including Lock-wooNationof.
First
We
president
had reported early
latter
The
al bank, has a similar opinion, being
for the maintenance of the club in November to the district attorney
that Franklin had .approached .him
rooms, first, last and all time.
of the Boston and from that time he acted under
M. Greenberger,
Clothing house; D. T. Hoskins, the Instructions of the prosecutor.
On January 29 two indictments
cashier of the San Miguel National
bank; J. M. Cunningham, president were reported by the county grand
of the same organization; Stephen jury against Darrow for the alleged
Powers; J superintendent of the Aqua bribery of Bain and Lockwood, and
Pnra company, 'and many other busi- upon arraignment the lawyer entered
ness men are also in favor of keep- pleas of not guUty.
The trial on the Lockwood indicji- ing up the Commercial club rooms.
May 15, and
"Colonel R. E, Twltchell is one of menf was begun-just thirteen weeks and two days
tne strongest backers of the anti-cluroom movement. He states he thinks elapsed until the case went to the
jury, making it the longest criminal
that it is for the good of
trial ever held in Los Angeles counto- abandon' its present quarters, as it will then become a truly ty. During that time approximately
commercial club, working only for two million wofds were transcribed
the good of Las Vegas and thej com- by the court reporters for which the
cost to the county was something like
munity.
"The entire cost of the trial
$6,000.
of
the
A.
Fleming, secretary
George
Commercial club, takes the stand was close to $30,000
In the main case of the prosecution
that if sufficient support is given the
club by the business men to main which began with the completion of
wittain the quarters and have a good the jury on May 24, thirty-eigh- t
same
nesses
the
testified
and
to
month
each
on
exactly
hand
spesd
surplus
for advertising he Is strongly in fav- number of witnesses were introducor of keeping the rooms; otherwise ed by the defense.; On rebuttal the
number of state, witnesses wwas
he is opposed to such & proceeding.
- Hallett
Raynolds, cashier- 'of the swelled to fifty. The prosecution rest?
San Miguel National bank, says that ed on July 30 and tne defense ended
i
jthe Commercial club can get a re- on August 5, after a lengthy
of Darrow, who occupied
lease from' the five year lease, two
week. Four days were
a'
he
stand
the
which
have
of
expired,
years
would be in favor of giving up the required for the state's rebuttal and
rooms, but that he does not think both sides finally rested on August H.
In presenting the case against Dar-tothat it would be wise to sacrifice the
are
the prosecution produced eviwhich
of
the
club,
furnishings
valued at between $2,000 and $3,000, dence purporting to show that in addition to the alleged corruption of
to make the change.
Simon Bacharach, of Bacharach jurors, Darrow had been guilty of
Brothers, is. In favor of the mainten- tampering With state witnesses In the
ance of the rooms, if It can be made McNamara case.
The chief reliance of the defense
possible byan increase of memberrewas
that the. agreement between
the
Bacharach
favors
Mr.
ship.
duction of membership feeB to half prosecution and defense, under which
the present rate. This he thinks will the McNamaras entered their pleas
make It possible for every business of guilty, was made prior to the alleged bribery of Lockwood and that
man In the city to become a mem-be'
of the club, thereby giving the there was therefore no occasion for
business men a greater interest in corrupting jurors. It was also mainthe workings of the organization. Mr. tained throughout that Darrow was
on the
Bacharach" also favors the Tenting the victim of a "frame-upof the club rooms for meetings and part of Franklin and the authorities.
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ERNEST BIEBINGER
DIES AT HIS HOME
IS
WEST
SIDE BUSINESS MAN
CALLED SUDDENLY TO HIS
REWARD

niest Biebinger, died suddenly at
clock this afterooon at his home
lie corner of Washington avenue
and Second street. Death was caused
of the lungs; ..Ml"
hv i hemori-haeBieli'inger had heen a resident of Las
Veixas for the past four years, and
had many friends in this city who
were shocked to learn of his death,
Mr. Biebinger, who was native of St.
Louis, Mo., came to Las Vegas for
his health. Last winter he was seriously ill, but had seemingly recovered from this sickness and only yes
terday had returned from a four
weeks' trip to the mountains.
He Is survived by a wife and two
daughters, who reside here. Two
brothers, residents of St. Louis also
survive him. His body will lie in
state in the chapel of the Las Vegas
Undertaking company tintil the arrival of his brothers. Mr. Biebinger was
47 years of age. During his residence
here he had been in the employ of
Stern and Kalim, West side
as bookkeeper.
2
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ociclp Notes!
Miss Addle Merrill
Weds H. O. Newman
The marriage of Miss Addle Merrill,
who resided in Las Vegas during the
past two winters, to Howard O. Newman was celebrated in Portsmouth,
Ohio, on Thursday August 1. The
bride during her residence here,
taught in the public schools, being
one of the most popular and efficient
teachers. Mrs. Newman has many
friends in Las Vegas, who will be interested in the following article clipped from the Portsmouth, (Ohio)
Times of July 30.
,

An' interesting midsummer wedding
will take place Thui-sdaat An, Saints
Episcopal church, when Miss Addle
C. Merrill, and Mr. Howard O. New
man will be united in marriage. The
ceremony, which will be "wltnes
only by the closest relatives' of the
bride and groom, will be performed
by Rev. W. H. Hampton, of the Epis
copal church at Ironton. Immediately
after the ceremony the young couple
will leave for Rev. Herron's camp at
Torrence, Muskoka Lake, Ontario,
Canada, where they will remain for
three weeks. v
Misa Merrill is one of Portsmouth's
most, charming and talented young
ladies. For the past two years she
has heen one of the efficient teachers
in the Las Vegas schools, New Mex
ico.
Mr. Newman Is a well known
young business man who is employed
with the Joseph G. Re'ed company.
On their return to this city they will
make their home at 921 Second street.
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Prepare for direct connection with all of
these at .night as well as day, by having a
telephone in your bed room;
An extension telephone in connection with
y our main telephone will cost you very little.
It will save you stepis and give your family a sense of security at night when you are
away.;,
:

"

Euchre Party
for Visiting Girls.
Mrs. Hallett aynolds was hostess
this afternoon at one of the prettiest
euchre . parties of the
ummer, given in honor of Miss Ella
Warner of Denver and Miss Ruth
Lewis of Canon City, who are, In Las
Vegas the, guests of Mrs. E. J. Mc- Wenie. Mrs. Raynolds' Invited guests
were: Miss Bessie Cooley, Miss Mary
Miss
Helen Cunningham,
Javls,
Miss Louise Cunningham, Miss Dorothy Cunningham of Milwaukee, who
is a guest at the home of Dr. and
Miss Gladys Gibson,
Mrs. Losey;
Miss Jeanette Ward, Miss Rachael
Ward, Miss Marguerite Cavanaugh,
Miss Helen Kelly, Miss Etta Head,
Miss Florence Hoskins, Miss Emma
Tamme, Miss 'ERa -- Warner of Den
ver, Miss Ruth Lewis of Canon City,
Miss Ethel Hoke of Ranover, Penn.,
Miss Mildred
Miss Mary
Brown,
Coors, Miss Marguerite Cluxton, Miss
Maggie Bucher of Raton, Miss May
Ross, Miss Elizabeth McCrickett of
Ypsilanti, Mich., Miss Dove Wi'son
of El Paso, Miss Mossy York, Miss
Mabel
Hawklnson of McPherson,
Kan., Miss Ruby Moore, Miss Mar
guerite Rudulph, Miss Cornelia Murray, Mrs. E. J. McWenie, Mrs. Erie
Mrs. J.
Hoke, Mrs. Charles
H. Clary of El Paso, Mrs. O S. Losey,
Mrs. Raynolds of Milwaukee, who is
Mrs. Losey'a guest; Mrs. F. B. Jan
uary, Mrs. John Robblns, and Mrs.
E. B. Holt of El Paso.

Spring Chickens
Danced Thursday
The Spring Chicken crowd gave its
regnar fortnightly dance Thursday
evening of this week. Ten couples
were on hand to enjoy the dance,
which was one of the Jolliest of the
summer season. The dance was
chaperoned by Mr. and Mrs. Bert KelThose
ly and Mrs. W. C. Dennis.
present at the affair, were, Miss Marie Mann, Miss Marie Vorhees of
Dallas, Test, Misa Carrie Greenberger,
Miss Reglna Stern, Miss Clara 'Robblns, Miss Frances Myers, Miss Marie Clements, Miss Lucy Clements,
Miss Edith Schoeny, Jay Stern, Morton Stern, Harry Lorenzen, Prank
George Pritchett, Nelson Rob
blns, Emlle Clements, Clare Koogler,
Samuel Greenberger, Dorset Toleman
and Paul Schoeny.

Mrs. Burch Entertains
for Her Mother
Mrs. Oscar E., Burch

nolds' hospitality in addition to the

THE MOUNTAIN

d

r,

4
Luncheon for Mrs.
Thomas and Mrs. Kelly.
Mrs. D. W. Thomas and Mrs. W.
D. Kelly ct Leavenworth, Kan., who
are visiting at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. H. W. Kelly, were the guests
of honor at a luncheon given Thurs
day afternoon oy Mrs. efferson Ray
nolds. Those who enjoyed Mrs. Ray

Mr,

STATES TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO

Raynolds

,

J

,

..
BOY SCOUTS ARE
Mrs. E. D. Raynolds was hostess at
a luncheon Thursday given, complF.IORE
imentary to Miss Ella Warner of Denver and Miss Ruth Lewis of danon
City, who are visiting Mrs. E. J. McWenie in this city.
The table was CAMP AT RIO DE LA CASA WAS A
prettily decorated, a color scheme of
HIGHLY ENJOYABLE
red and white being used,. Cojers
,
EVENT.,
were laid for eight. Mrs. Raynoids'
guests were Mrs. E. J.'McWeiie,
Somewhat footsore and dechWiy
Miss Ella Warner, Miss' R nib
iK', but full of, enUM'"'
the
Mrs. W.
Gortnei Mrs. H. M. Smjth",
LasVegas troop of the ifoy Bcbf
Mrs. H.
and i Miss Eilhel o? America returned late
yesterday
Hoke of Hanover, ' Penn.j who is in from: their two weeks'
camping trip
Las Vegas the guest of Mr. and Mrs, on the Rio de la Casa near the town
Hoke.
of Mora.
Theoretically the boys
marched back to town. However, as
Colorado Girls
the thought of home and mother
are Honor Guests
grew stronger with each mile ripped
Mrs. E. J. McWenie entertained the oir tne
youngsters negan seeiung tastmembers of the Friday Afternoon er methods of reaching Las Vegas.
Bridge Whist club Tuesday afternoon Every farmer
and freighter who
at an affair complimentary to Miss passed picked up a few lads, who
Ella Warners of Denver and Miss "hooked"
a ride with shameless
Ruth Lewis of Canon, City who are abandon. As a result, the troop arriv
The ed in
guests at the McWenie home.
sections, one or two boys to la
prizes of the afternoon were won by section.
Mrs. Herbert Clark and Miss Eihel
Scoutmaster A. R. Marwick reports
Hoke.
successful The
the. camp as being
4 4 4
boys obeyed the Boy Scout discip
Mrs. Harriet Van Petten entertain- line ana were
put tnrougn uauy units.
ed a few friends at cards Monday There were no fatalities in the tanks
afternoon in honor of Misa Maggie although a horse belonging to
Bucher of Raton, who is in Las Vegas
White was
the guest of Mrs. F. B. January.
choked to death by getting its bead
tangled up in a rope. The Scouts are
Mrs. John S. Clark waa hostess yesplanning another trip for next year,
terday af ternooff at the regular week'
i; 1
ly meeting of the Friday Afternoon
reads
Tie
Optia
Everybody
Bridge Whist dub.
vy.f
Hostess at Luncheon,,

1101 ME

,
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was hostess guests of honor, were: Mrs. H. W.
Friday afternoon at a most deUghtful Kelly, Mrs. J. ALaRue, Mrs. S. D.
party given complimentary to her Davis of MIddleton, Conn., who is
mother, Mrs. Oscar G. Burch of Jeffer- in Las Vegas the guest of her son,
son City, Mo., who is her guest. The S. B. Davis, Jr.; Mrs. J, M, Cunning
affair was an informal one, the ladles ham, Mrs. L. M. McNair, Mrs. Cur
spending the afternoon with, their tis Clark of Memphis, Tenn.," and
In addition to this a Mrs. Johnson of Goshen, Ind.
fancy work.
contest was held to determine who
4
could make the most artistio button- Catholic Ladles
M
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
SPECIAL RATES AT HARVEY'S
hole. At the close of the afternoon To Give a Dance.
or
For
one
month
parties remaining
a delicious four course luncheon was
Tuesday night will be the occasion
served.
The color ! scheme of pink of the benefit dance for the Catholic through the season. Address Harvey's LOST An automobile exhaust horn.
Finder return to, Whalen's garage
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' ofand white was carried out in the re- Ladies' Bazaar association.
The Dig fice 614 Lincoln avenue.
and
receive reward.
decorations.
The in baile will be held in the Fraternal
freshments and
G.
Oscar
vited guests were Mrs.
Brotherhood hall on Fountain square.
Burch and Mrs. J. P. Gordon of Jeffer- The dances
given in the past by the
son, Mo., Mrs. F. A. Vorhees, of Dal- Catholic ladies have been most enWe have on hand a complete stock of
Mrs. J. McConnell of
las, Texas,
joyable and consequently the affair
Denver, Mrs. W. J. Ward, Mrs. E. W. of next week is looked forward to
SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND TOE SCEEEM'O
Hart, Mrs. Stoneroad, Mrs. Curtis with great pleasure
by the young
Clark fMfjJeffensoB Raynolds, Mrs.
people of the city. Many people are
R. E. Wingo, Mrs. A. A. Jones, Mrs.
planning to attend the affair in a
F. T. B. Fest, and Mrs Mary
body, and a large crowd is expected.
"
s

.:;'

i

'

'

At The Most Reasonable Prices

Bea-ringe- r.

W

Mrs. S. B. Davis
Is Guest of Honor
Mrs. William J. Mills was hostess
at a handsomely appointed luncheon
Wednesday afternoon in honor of
Mrs. S. B. Davis, of MIddleton, Conn,
who Is a guest at the home of her
son, Stephen B. Dayjs, Jr. The Mills
residence was prettily decorated, red
being used as the color scheme, and
a delicious seven course luncheon was
sorved. Covers were laid for ten.
Those who enjoyed Mrs. Mills' hopitality were, Mrs. S. B. Davis, Mrs.
Johnson, of Goshen, Ind., Mrs. J. M.
Cunningham, Mrs. E. W. Hart, Mrs.
J. A. La Rue, Mrs. Charles Tamme,
Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds, Mrs. Mc-Jefferson Raynolds, Mrs. McNair and
Mrs. John S. Clark.
-

Harmony Club
Meets With Mrs. Soott.
Mrs. E. J. Scott was hostess at the
regular fortnightly meeting of the
Harmony club on Thursday after
noon. A game of picture puzzles, at
which Mrs. J. R. Baker won the first
prize, afforded amusement for' the afternoon. Mrs, Clifford Plew was
with the guest prize. Delicious refreshments were served.
meeting of unusual Interest will
be held Monday evening by the Las
Vegas lodge of the Fraternal Broth
erhood. There will be the initiation
of three candidates and other busiA light lunch
ness of Importance.
will be served after the business session.
A

y

Get our quotations before buying

lid vzans Liirjczn
Phone

Main 150

SUBAiilTE

go.

Old Town

NUT

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

r
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Young People's meeting
The publlo Is Invited.

M.

Business,,

pi JF ,n?T

Directory

hoir Loft

m.

at

6:30 p.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
Rev. Norman Skinner, Pastor. Douglas avenue and Tenth street
Morning worship and sermon at 11
o'clock.
Bible study and Sunday school at
9:45 a. m.
Young People's society at 7 p. m.

:an d:

GbtirnnL iioji el
&ms. a. mT, Pro?

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION Adrian
Rabeyrolle,
The church extends a most hearty
pastor.
to all people. Strangers
Invitation
First mass at 7 a. m.; second mass
Cot. Grandjand Douglas Ave.
and
in the city especially
sojourners
10
In
school
a.
m.
English
it
Sunday
. M.
Sast Las Vegas,
'
id Spanish at 8 p. m., In Spanish at welcomed.
1:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction
SOCIETY.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
it the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
'
to.
Regular services every Sunday morn
Cathechiara for English speaking Ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even
LAS VEGAS GARAGE
children on Tuesday 4 p. m., and 00 ing at 8 o'clock In O. R. C. hall
M BIEHL, Propietor
Saturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish speak
8HILOH BAPTIST CHURCH Cor
rog children on Thursday 4 p. m., and
416 Grand Ave
ner Columbia and Railroad Avenues,
an Saturday at 9 a, m,
Phone Main 447
Rev. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.
,
11 a. in., and I p. m., by
Preaching
SOROF
LADY
OF
OUR
CHURCH
Battery Charging Station
ROWS Rev. Paul Gllberton, pastor. the pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a. m.;
Automobiles for Hire
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun- B. Y. P. TX., 8 p. m. All are welcome
mass 8:30, to attend these services.
day excepted. Second
sermon In English, hymns- - rendered
WOMEN'S MASS MEETING.
by the children under the direction
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
Under auspices Woman's Mite Misit 10:30 a. m, sermon in Spanish, sionary society at Bethel chapel, A.
from 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4 M. E. church, Sunday night, August
Sacra- 18, 1912.
Benediction
of the Blessed
ment At the New Mexico- Hospital
Carriage Manufacturer,
Program.
for the Insane mass every fourth Opening hymn
Congregation
General Blacksmithing,
3unday by the pastor.
Invocation.
Carriage Painting
Anthem "Happy Day" (Sweeney)
Choir
DEALER IN-H- eavy
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
FIRST
Prov.
31st
Chap.
Naand
reading,
CHURCH
Cor. Eighth street,
Scripture
Hardware and
..Mrs. Martha Lacy
tional avenue, & C. Anderson, pastor.
Material
Wsgon
Duett "Sweet Will of God"
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH.
..Mrs. A. Black, Miss E. Jefferson
Rev. J. S. Moore, rector, 716 Na- Paper "Noted Instances cf the .Ational avenue, East Las Vegas, N. M.
ccomplishments of Prayer in the InP. MACKEL
after Trinity, terest of Women".... Miss N. Vaughn
'Eleventh
Sunday
Anthem "Consider the Lilies" (PackAugust 18, 1912.
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
Choir
Holy communion, 7:30.
ard)
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
Select reading. .. . .Mrs. Viney Burns
Sunday school, 9:45.
and Glazing.
Trio "Be Still and Know" (Barnes)
Morning prayer and sermon, 11.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
This church is open daily for priMiss Jefferson, Mrs. Black, Mrs.
. Old Town
If eat Bids Plaza
vate prayer and meditation.
Prince.
Saturday, St. Bartholomew's Day. Paper "Women Who Won the Day"
.Mrs. J. M. Black
Holy communion, 10:30.
Anthem "Praise the Lord" (Vance)
I LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
Choir
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE.
Lock and Uunsmith Bicycle, and
Corner of Main and Eighth streets. Recitation "Sweep Before the Door"
General Repairing;
Mrs. Marth E. Garth
"Come
Duett
Unto Me" (Excell)
BAPTIST
CHURCH.
Main
520-6tComer
Street
E. 'Las Vegas
..Edna efferson, Mrs. Alva Cornell
avenue and Sixth street. Rev. N. B.
Paper "Our Women".....
Green, Pastor.
,
'.Mrs. George Smith
at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p.
Preacflijmg
AutomobileCarriage &
Mrs. John Duffy
m. Sunday School at 9; 45 a, m. A. Solo.
.,

.

.

,l

A.

H. Lorcnzcn

The offertory will be taken by
Mrs L V. Greer and Mrs. Ida Den- wlddle.
Ushers, Mrs. Fanie Jones,
Mrs. McCowan. Miss Edna Mae Jef
ferson, organist.
The public is cordially invited.
Frances Leontine Prince, mission
ary in charge.
NOTICE.
Department of State Engineer.
Santa Fe. N. M., June 19, 1912.
Number of application 640.
Notice is hereby given that on the
7th day of March, 1912, in accordance with section 26, Irrigation Law
of 1907, Mora Valley Development
Co., of East Las Vegas, County of
San Miguel, State of New Mexico,
made an application to the state engineer of New Mexico for a permit
to approriate from the public waters
of the State of New Mexico.
'
Such appropriation is to be made
from Wolf creek at a point N. 33
degrees 25 min. W, 6850 min. frdm
beg. cor. John Scolly grant S 25 T. 19
N., R, 18 E. by means of diversion
works and 12 cu. ft. per sec. and 1100
acre feet is to be conveyed to sections
31, and 32 and 4, 5, 6 and 8 Twps. 19
and 18 N., R. 19 E. by means of dam
and canals and there used for irrigation, of 900 acres and domestic purposes.
The state engineer will take this
application up for consideration on
the, 19th day of September, 1912, and
all- persons
who may oppose the
granting of the above application
must file their objections substantiated with affidavits with the state
engineer and 'copy with applicant on
or before that date.
CHARLES D. MILLER,

State Engineer.

PETER

'

LOGICAL QUESTION

x

H. C. YOUNG

.........

N.

429

0.

HERMAN

Grand Ave

fl

WANT

Steaui Heat Private Telephones
Rates $2.50 per dayjand up ''
AMERICAN PLAN
Special Rates by Week orJMenth

STUDIO

ON THE PLAZA
Successor to Geo. E. Waterman

The Very Latest in Photography
Mexican and Indian Curios
Navajo, Chimayo and Mexican Blanket's

Telephone Main

(

CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

ADVER-

3
$13.70

ST. PAUL, MINN.

$40.30

ILL.

OPTIC'8

NUMBER, MAIN

t,

Twin cylinder motorcy
125. Agua
Very little used.

FOR RENT Five room adobe house,
two blocks from city limits, large
barns and chicken houses, 5 acres
of alfalfa. Inquire of real estate
agencies.
RENT Furnished rooms and
two connecting rooms fo light
housekeeping. Call 619 Twelfth St
Phone Mali IP l

FOR

fJX3

M.

-- AGENT-

The most important place to usfl
Ice la In the sick room. Your
physician will tell you that It Is absolutely necessary to have PURE Ice
for the sick room as wel for other
household uses. Our Ice Is PURE
you can depend on It being so. Order

'pure

today.
THE CRYSTAL ICS
Phone Main 227

CC.

"Were all medicines as meritorious

as Chamberlain's

Colic, Cholera and
ninrriinpa Remedy the world would
tie much better off and the percentage
f suffering reatiy decreased," writes
Lindsay Scott, of Temple, Ind. For
eale by all dealers.

"I was cured of diarrhoea by one
dose of Cham1x?rlaln'8 Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy," writes M. E.
Gebhflrdt, Oriole, Pa. There Is nothing barter. For sale by all dealers.

O

p.t

ay

1

J

vi U

S'CCOGO

GO00

Tickets on sale August 29, 30, 31, September 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
Stop overs allowed in either direction. For further Information
call on, or write,

d L

,

,

....

No.
No.
No.
No.

8:10
11:05
8.... 1:15
10.... 1:45

No.

l......l:20

4

m...... 1:11 p. n
p m..... .11:10 p. aw
a. m
1:25 a. ss
2:10
m
p. m

p.

.

WE8T BOUND

Na

3
No. 7

No.

p. m
a. m
4:40 p. m.
6:35 p. m

,6:10

....:.

..1:45.

p.

6:15 p.
4:50 p. ,..7:00 p. at

$100 REWARD $100

,

BATCHELQR, Agent.

r

Please, sir, I haven't know
the taste o' food for two days.
The Man You don't say? Well, by
You cad't
fr'e'd, that's by case, too.
tell the taste of edythig whed you
have a cold In the bead, cad you?
Walken

fcai

nv
1
U

NOTICE

TO CONTRACTORS.

Plans and specifications for the
of annex No. 2, New Mexico State Asylum at Las Vegas, N.
M., 'are on file at the office of the
medical superintendent which con
II f
I
I
'
1'
tains all Information neressary for
I
bidders.
Patient Doctor, I can't sleep at
Sealed proposals for the above
night. What shaU I do for ltT '
work will be received by the medical
Doctor' Get a Job as night watchsuperintendent up to 9 o'clock a. m.,
man.
Tuesday, September 3, 1912.
,

DR. H. M. SMITH,
Old papers tor sale.

Optic offloe.

--

RETAIL PRICES

..............

29o
25c

per
per

tg

pr

Ki

m

Ike.
Ike
)ka

49c per 131 lbs.
18 per 188 lbs.

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

ed

if

-

O. E.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

J,

& Dig" QC5.GQ
San Francisco and return direct
Seattle, Tacoma & other points

t,

LjOM Um. or More, Each Delivery
1,S5 I be. to 2Jtm Um Each Delivery
88 lhe.,te 1,898 lbs East. Delivery
Each Delivery
.68 lbs. te ZfS lbs
Lsee Than 68 lbs. Each Delivery

Brush I will guarantee to paint
.
anything called for.
Buyer Good! Do me a speaking
likeness of a dumb waiter.

SOUND TRIP

tAUIKblilN HATES

6Li

Meets, second aid
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially invited. P.
D. McElroy, Exalted Ruler. D. W.

B. P. O. ELKS

The readers of this paper will be
pleared to learn that there Is at least
'one dread disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be
ing a constitutional disease, requires a
constitutional treatment Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
at
and giving the patient strength by
Temple
o'clock l-- m. Visiting brothers ar building up the constitution and assistIsaac Appel ing nature In doing Us work. The pro
conKilly invited.
prietors have so much faith In Its cur
President: Charles Greene) ay, See ative
powers that they offer One Hunretary.
dred Dollars for any case that It falls
to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., ToKNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNC
ledo, Ohio.
NO. 804. Meets second and fonr
Sold by all drugsts, 75a
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pi one
Take Hall's Family Pills for constibuilding. Visiting members are c
pation.
dlally in vied. Peter Emenaker, G,
Robert W. Herter, Lawrencevllle,
K., Richard Devlne, F. S.
Mo., who had been bothered with kidney trouble for two years, says: "I
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO
tried three different kinds of kidney
1. Meets every Monday
evening ti pills but with no relief. My neighbor
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit told me to use Foley Kidney Pills, I
took three bottles of them, and got a
ing brethren cordially Invited to at
cure. I recommend them
permanent
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.; to
O. G. Schaefer and
everybody."
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood Red Cross Drug Stora
Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
A. S. Jones, of the Lee Pharmacy.
Chlco, Cal., who has handled Foley &
Co's medicines for many years, says:
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuee
"I consider that Foley's Honey and
Wood
Tar Compound has no equal, and is the
day evenings each month, at
man hall. Visiting Brothers cot one cough medicine I can recommend
dlally Invited to attend. A. U as containing no narcotics or other
harmful properties." The genuine in
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, S
a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer and
retary.
Red Cross Drug Store.

FOR RENT Two room furnished
bouse. 921. Lincoln avenue.

BEST CURE

VJ

NO.

MU

$72.23

RATI .H HI .111!
Elm 111JUS mjL
M iYJ

RANSFORD CHAPTER

-

Pura Co.
Stage Manager Why didn't you go
you got your cue, "Come
.
forth!"
Supe 01 was waltln' for the other
three to go on first Sure, an' how FOR RENT Modern rooms
by the
could I come forth if I wint first?
day or week. The Albert, 617
Douglas avenue.
HARD SUBJECT TO HANDLE

VIA STANDARD LINES $75.30

M.

.Chas. E. Iiebsdlnler, Chaneelloi
Commander.
Harry
Martin, Keeper tt
Records and Seal.

Condon, Secretary.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. , ROYAL
ARCH MASONS iEasahw eonvocv
ATTORNEYS
tloa tret Monday la each
mnUi at Maaonla TemHUNKER 4 HUNKER
& KB.
ple, at T:S
Chester A. Hur
Williams, H. P.; T. O. Geo. H. Hunker
Attorneys at Law.
Blood, Secretary.
Laa Vegas,
New Mex

WANTED Local or traveling sales
man making small towns to handle
Grand avanna,
our new attractive pocket side line.
Quick shipments, prompt commissions, no colleoting. State territory FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
10
covered.
For particulars, address,
every Monday night at
O. R. 0. Hall, on Bouclaa avenue, at
G. A. Johnson, 210 Sigel St., Chi8 o'clock.
Vkliln
cago, 111.
memhm
cordially waloaae. a. JL OohHne
general nousework president; J. T. Busier, secretary;
WiOMjAN For
c. H. Bally, traaaarer.
wanted. Call on Mrs. Hail, La
Casa de Ramona.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Meet in the forest of brothert
love at Woodmen of the Wori
halL on the second and fourth Tt
FOR SALE FOR SALE Ten large
day of each month at 8 p. m, C. Cl
work mares. , Apply 620 Grand ave
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vl
nue.
Ing neighbors are especially
w
com and cordially Invited.
FOR SALE Traction engine with
disc plows, good as new. Inquire J. E. ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. 645,
620 Grand avenue.
I. O. of B.
Meet
every fir
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
FOR SALE CHEAP Two pieces of
rooms of
1
Mouteflore

For further information call on or write.

JUT

invite.

.

first aaa Wsi rridays In
LCC1L TIME CMD
Masoai Taaifla. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Katroa; James O. Rutledge
EAST BOUND
Worthy Patrom; Mrs. Gorj- - Trlp,
,
Ssoretary. Phone Mala lit, 120 ArrlvS

One span good mules,
3 and 4 years old, one smaller mule
5 years old.
Call on A. J. Har- man, 721 Fifth street.

Tickets on sale daily June 1st., to Sept. 30th.. are first class
and good for stop over in either direction; Final return limit
October 31st., 1912.
,
Also tickets good for return within 60 days from date on
sale to many points in East.

'

Ma-aon- io

fc-- ssta

224.

n
r 1

ft

-

corder.

FOR SALE

Also rates to many other points in East, North East, West
and North West including points in Old Mexico and points in
British Columbia.
.

VIA DIFFERENTIAL LINES

and

NO.
V
EL
DORADO LODGE
KNIGHTS
OF PYTHIAS Meets
a
every Monday err
ning In OaaUe Hsll,
v

ars cordially invited.
N. O. Herman, W. U.; 9. R. Mrray,
Secretary.

y."ular

For Rent

DENVER $10.69

NEW YOSK, N. Y

ceun- -

;

COLCH ADO SPRINGS

JIO. $40.30

A. F. A

Regular
munlc&tlon first

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line. LA8 VEGAS COMMANOERY, KlO. 2,
No ad to occupy less space than two
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR RJ-lines. All
ad vert Is merits
coaolav taavsA T
charged
will be booked at space actually set,
day In each moMh at
without regard to number of words.
Temple at 7:20 p. m. C. D.
Cash In advance preferred.
ReBoucher, S. C; Chaa. Taaame,

on when

ST. LOUIS

f,

M.

Five

cle.

CHICAGO,

SHUMATE'S

FOR

FOR SALE
CCLO. $11.60

A.

nuiguis arv

RATES

EXCURSIONS

PIEELO

A

COLUMN

NEWLY REMODELED
Private Baths and Lavatories

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS

CHAPMAN LODGE NO

1

PLAZA HOTEL

fM AND

SOCIETY DIRECTO

property, corner Third and Columbia. Call at 902 Third street

mm

IIP

A

a

i

ROID

0

I

A

THE BEST GOODS OBTAI NABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

For Ssl

h

SiQil PHI NT III B

REST

LOBBY

.

.

...

THE OPTIC

THE

'

3?

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finder

Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom
amonr al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth
most.
That property you want to sell isIWORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it. were advertised here.

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
aort, and musical instruments.
As the classified adj. are read by all
possible buyers, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the'
best markets!

Superintendent

'I
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gc::::ittee in fix

GIANTS AND COBS

LOCAL NEWS

IBGINIA SWEET POTATOES

IN A HFKGE

MMM13H

FI0I1T

ft
"

H

DATE

1

'

"

f

s;

3

n

'

!'.

1,:

See Van Petten for Insurance.

HIST

THE

3

Try a dram of Ola Taylor bourtwr.
at the Opera Bar.
,,,.....

OF THE SEASON

g

M

AT THE

STtl

THAT SELLS

AT TEE

STC1

THAT SELLS FCH LESS

CASH

At their meeting yesterday after;

.

noon the county commissioners, auo
thorized County Clerk Lorenzo
to advertise for bids for ths
construction ok the three new bridges
recently authorized by the board.
These bridges are to be located at
Azul, Pecos and Vlllanueva.
They
will greatly improve traffic In and
out of Las Vegas.
Del-gad-

THE STOIiE THAT'S

CUSY

For the Rest of the Week and For

Mrs. David Rosenwald was hostess
Wednesday afternoon at a
euchre party given in honor of Mrs.
Gilbert Rosenwald.
The affair was
one of the largest, and most beautiful
of the summer. Mrs. Jake Graaf won
tfie first prize; and Mrs. M. Danzlger
was awarded the consolation pr!??.
Mrs. Simon Bacliarachiwon the loflS:)
d

CASH We Offer
Fancy PEARS For Canning

25 lbs. For $i:00
166

pounds of Sugar

tof.,.

15 pounds of Sugar for
.....W..fS,. ;.
. . .;.
100 pounds Fancy California Potatoes for
50 pounds Fancy California Potatoes for.
12 pounds of Fancy California Potatoes for

$6.25

.......

.1.90
'

v

10
25o

These potatoes are smooth, white and medium size.
Standard Hams
.16o
Standard Bacon
............17c
20 pounds Pure Lard
..... 4.
$2.35
10 pounds Pure Lard ............ ...... ....v...).... ...... ..$1.30
5 pounds Pure Lard
'65c
'
40o
3 pounds Pure Lard
100 Bars Diamond C Soap.......
$3.00
8

BarB Diamond C

25c

Soap...

100 Bars Crystal White Soap...
6 Bars Crystal White Soap.....
3
3
3

$3.75

25c

Packages Vermicelli
Packages Macaroni j,
Packages Spaghetti

ida'
1

Pii'..uctft,
3
3
3

"

Crack ors

Packages Takoma Crrxkerg
Packages Graham' Crackers
Packages Oatmeal 'Crackers

'FLOU1
Be Careful. Be sure you get OLD WHEAT FLOUR
wheat flour will NOT be satisfactory till it has cured.
Sack
Lily .Fancy Patent,
Lily, Fancy Patent, 244b. Sack
Sack,
Pride,
Sack ..:
Pride,

...

48-l-

...

48-l-

24-l-

new

foY

......

$1.50

75c

,

$1.40
70o
.

All those holding silver tickets may have them punched on this
sale.
'

Members

-

lack, of space. Mathewson was sewhile
to oppose Chicago,
Chance chose Richie, who won the
Meyers caught for
opening game,
New Yor; Archer for Chicago,
"'
First inning: New York SiiO(l
grass out. Tinker to Saler; Evers
and Saier retired Doyle. Tinker got
Becker on a fly. No runs, no hits,
'
no errors.
Sheck-ard- .
Mathewson
fanned
Chicago
Schulte fhed to, Murray. Murray also retired Tinker. No runs,
no. hits, no errors.
Second inning: New York Murray
beat out an Infield hit. Leach was

lected

of the Loyal Order of
T
rr,M9
Angina
passed through Las Vegas last night
on two special cars on train No. 2 en
route from California to Kansas City
to attend a convention of the order.
The Moose had with them as a mascot a Wg grizzly bear, which was
traveling in the special baggage car under Merkle'p long. fly. Herzog
which they carried In addition to the walked.
Meyers forced Murray at
Pullmans.
third and was doubled at first, Zimmerman to Saier. No runs, one hit,
The petition of J. W. Moore of no errors.
to
doubled
Vaughn, charged with the murder of
Chicago Zimmerman
a man named W. F. Tudor on July left. Leach filed to Murray, who
3, in which petition
the defandant doubled Zimmerman at third. Doyle
asked that bail be granted him, was and Merkle disposed of Saier. No
heard before Judge Leahy in cham- runs, one hit, no errors.
bers this morning.
After presentaThird Inning: New York Fletcher
tion of the evidence, which consisted was out Tinker to Saier. Mathewson
of the testimony taken before the cor- singled, to left. Sngdgrass drove one
oner's jury, the court dented the pe- to the same spot, sending Mathewson
tition and refused to admit the de- to second.
Doyle singled to center,
fendant to ibail pending the sitting of scoring Mathewson and went to secthe grand jury for Guadalupe county. ond on the throw to third to .catch
The regular fall term of court for that Snodgrass. Becker, filed to Schulte
county will convene September 23, and Snodgrass scored on the throw to
and the defendant will have to remain the
plate. Murray singled to left,
in jail in Santa Rosa until that date
scoring Doyle. Merkle was hit by a
and until the grand jury takes some pitched ball. Herzog flied to Schulte.
action on the charge against him.
Three runs, four hits, no errors.
Chicago Evers, who had been suspended, was given an ovation when
he came to bat, but he was an easy
out, Herzog to Merkle. Becker ran
"If We Do
back and got Archer's fly. Richie
No
grounded, Merkle to Mathewson.
runs, no hits, no errors,
Fourth Inning: New ;York Meyers singled to center. Leach got
Fletcher's fly. Mathewson
singled,
putting Meyers on second. Snodgrass
forced Mathewson at second, Meyers
and returned to jrour home in
to third. Doyle singled to right
going
the "it is new" appearance
scoring Meyers, but was out trying to
you would expect had it just"" reach second, Schulte to Tinker. One
run, three hits, no errors.
arrived from y oil r dress- Chlcago Mathewson walked Speck- makers.
ard. Becker droped Schulte's fly and
threw wildly to second, Sheckard goOur expertgirlironershave
ing to thh'd and Schulte to second.
Tinker lined to Fletcher. Zimmerman
the facility, gained by long
made his second double scoring,
of
bringing back
experience,
Sheckard and Schulte. Leach ground-ethe original'beauty. And our
to Fletcher, who threw low to Herand Zimmerman scored. Leach
zog
for
this
work
are
charges
to second. Saler grounded to
going
very reasonable.
Merkle. Leach going to third. Herzog and Merkle retired Evers. Three
runs, one hit, two errors.
.rnnCln

fl-0-

with' Johnny Evers, the suspended
baseman, back in the game,
and with Richie, now pitching at his
best, Chicago would win. From the
other camp came the news that
Christy Mathewson, the Idol of the
New York fans, was scheduled to
take the mound against the pennant
contenders.
The' attendance promises to sup
pass that of the two previous days. It
was announced last, night that every
reseried seat in the big stand had
been sold. Showers were predicted
by the; weather bureau for this morn-fug- .
There were 3W00 persons,- the
largest crowd that ever witnessed a
week day game in.' Chicago, out to
see the third and final game of the
series between Chicago and New
York. Every seat in the stand and
'
bleachers was filled an hour before
the game started. Thousands were
denied admittance because of the
second
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Secundhu Ranero, chairman

of

Best ofEverjtliing EataMe
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Phone A fain

611 from
Infinite pains have beert
to package "to save aQlifte Original,

Flavor

it
Mills, daughter of
and Mrs. William J.
Mills, has issued invitations Jora
Darty to .be" gnrenffiohoay nightm
honor of Miss Helen Winter and Miss
Bergere of Santa Fe, who are in Las
Vegas, guests at the Mills residence.

AFFORD TO PAY RENT
WHEN YOU CAN BUY A
HOUSE FOR $350.00?
For a few days we can sell a good
frame house on one lot ina good neighborhood on the flat for $350.00.
If you are interested fall at the office or phone Main 43.
THE INVESTMENT .AND AGENCY
CORPORATION.

67 Douglat Are

61

House.

LOT" OF
"'--

TIES

Ct.,

25 Cents'

At

;

GREENBERGER
i

'Z

Ce.bin.et

sier
E-loo-

with yovir Kitchen
Table
L(p

See how many steps you take
Your flour is here; your butter
there; salt; spices; sugar everything '
means a trip about the room.

,

"'Si

hhe famous Hoosier Cabinet
groups everything you need in one
spot at your finger's ends.

0 V:

want salt?
here it is.
The whole kitchen
is brought to you just over your
work table.
You

-

The

Sugar.same.

IIiHjMicr

Special Saves Miles of Steps
for Tired Feet.

FOR. $1.00 A WEEK
wiS'Glub'Pl-Th
PX JBftelx $1.00 for a few. weeks. on .!
cabinet is delivered to your home as to scores of others. You pay not one
penny more than the low price established everywhere by The Hoosier Mfg.,

MMMMtP.

Co. All over Las Vegas well-to--

J.

people are putting the Hoosier in their homes.

C. JOHNSEN

SON

.

Licensed Agents For Hooker Kitchen Cabinets
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FRESH EVERY DAY

CiffiD

GOODS

nest Quality Fruits and Ve.
getables From Field to Can

lEPISEfff

Th3 Same Day.

v

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.
--

BAKERY GOODS

Bred,

A SHIPMENT

OF THIS

YEAR'S

$1,059
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CROP KENTUCKY
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Telephone
show you,

or call and we will have our demonstrator
:
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This is the natural time to sow it.

W. ""1 T"

-S-

FULLY

ni

......

last years price.

507 Sixth Street

mm

CLEANLINESS

Coolies, Pies, CoIes,!

GRASS SEED JUST RECEIVED.

COMPANY

YCU3

City

Cc!!s,

PURITY

QUALITY

ask

Be Best in The

FriBil CcI.os

Sow it now.

SELLING AGENT

all Union and

Jin eludes

CAN YOU

35c per lb. or 3 lbs. for $1.00

ICTJ)

CERT--

ALSO
ONE
50

Miss Madeline

Thee car loads of silk billed to Chicago from the Pacific coast will pass
through Las Vegas tonight on train
No. 8.

FIVE PER

Underwear in Summer Weight.

WILL HOLD OUT FOR IT. IF HE
STAYS IN WASHINGTON ALL
SUMMER

second veto.
Those who talked' with the president in the White House offices today
quoted him as saying he could listen
to no offers of compromise on the
bill and must do his duty as he saw

REDUCED

e

Two-Piec-

COMMERCE COURT

Whitf mtchpn. We buy the best
material, we give the best service, we
furnish the best 25 cent clean meal in
the citv. Opposite the Harvey

We are glad to be able to offer this at a reduction from

FOR. YOU

This

,'

-

UNDERWEAR

MM

TAFT WILL DEFEND

Steam

CHASE AND SANBORNS HIGH GRADE E1ANDS

u

SU

the

Washington, Aug. 17. President
Taft told callers today he Intended
to fight congress for the retention
of the commerce court If it kept him
in Washington all summer. He declared he would again veto the legislative, executive and judicial appropriation bill if it came back to him
containing the provision to abolish
the court-Mr- ,
Taft was aroused hy reports
that democratic- - house leaders planned to retaliate' 'for1 his veto by re
fusing appropriations for the state de
partment, the bureau of trade relations and "other adjuncts of the department which the! president considers of Immense importance to Interests engaged In foreign trade. Two
republican senators, Smoot and Sanders, assured the president that the
senate might ipass the bill as reported
to the house yesterday but they were
confident it would not pass over a

ft

.j

j,

,

The secret of serving realy Good Tea and
Ctffee is to use

HE GSAAF

t
...

jg.

committee, has notified the members
to be present. San Mi?uei to:mfj
has the largest representation in the
state convention.

d
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of
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M
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There will be a union service of
the churches at the First Baptist
church tomorrow evening
at 8
o'clock, at which time Mrs. L. C.
Moore, national lecturer and organ
izer of the.W. C. T. U will address
the meeting. Choirs from the different churohes will furnish the music.

;

AT

COUNTY CENTRAL
REPUBLICAN
BODY WILL MEET MONDAY MORNING.

Chicago, Aug. 17.
For the purpose of issnim.' a call
Today's game
between
York.
and
Giants
New
the
a county convention to select
for
509
the Chicago Cubs promises to be the thirty dolefi-xteto the stary conxvn-t(onext
hardest fought of the present series
to be heid in
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged between the two National league pen- month, the republican county central
In the wood.
eimmlttee 'Will met on Monday mornDirect from distillery nant leaders.
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Chance predicted that ing at 9 o'c'pek In the court house.
Manager

See the white corduroy hats,
latest out for fall and winter.
Sixth street, Mrs. L. P. Wright

Pounds For

SCORE AT THE END OF THE
FOURTH INNING FAVORS
FORMER 4 TO 3
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FLORISTS
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"The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

Phjne Main 344.

Whalen,

&

Fowler Props

